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Introduction  
Telia Company welcomes the opportunity to provide input to the RSPGs draft Opinion on Spectrum 
related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G).1 Telia Company welcomes the aim of RSPG to 
facilitate that all European citizens will have access to 5G in a timely manner.  RSPG outlines that they 
have provided input already to the European Commission’s 5G action plan as has Telia Company, as an 
active part of the Industry Manifesto on 5G. Telia Company is of the opinion that this is very important 
since, although spectrum is an essential component for the success of 5G, it is far from the only issue. If 
EU wants to facilitate a timely deployment of 5G many different aspects must be dealt with, such as 
smooth deployment rules (right of way), more flexible consolidation regime within the telecom sector, 
as well as limiting rules which hampers operators commercial practices and network management. 5G 
rollout will be a costly affair for operators, considering foreseen high density of base stations in a 5G 
network, as well as the new radio access layer and other core network upgrades. This cannot be 
compared with the “easy” upgrade from 3G to 4G but is a much more comprehensive alteration.  
 
Across Europe the current demand for spectrum varies, in the countries that have high mobile data 
consumption, such as Finland, Sweden and Estonia,2 there is already a great need for further spectrum 
in order to handle capacity and congestion in current technologies. With the foreseen increase of data 
usage across Europe (both with current technologies and 5G), the demand for additional spectrum will 
be big everywhere. In order to avoid spectrum becoming a great hurdle and bottleneck for mobile usage 
in EU policy makers must already now safeguard that additional spectrum is available for mobile 
services.  
 
The myth of a primary band 
Telia Company would like to point out that there is not one primary band that is needed for 5G rather 
there are a need for high, medium and low bands. It is however true that operators are expecting that 
5G will first be deployed in higher frequency bands however if other bands are not made available to 
operators in the short term it will very likely lead to restrains on the 5G development. Operators must 
also in the future be able to freely utilize spectrum for the technology they see fit. This will be extra 
important when 2G and 3G networks are phased out.  
 
In the draft report RSPG outlines that the “primary band” suitable for 5G is the 3400-3800 MHz band, as 
outlined above we believe the notion of a primary band is a limited assumption. Nevertheless Telia 
Company does support timely allocation of that band however believes that RSPG should consider to 


                                                
1 RSPG16-031 FINAL, Brussels, 8th of June 2016.  
2 BEREC International Roaming, Analysis of the impacts of “Roam Like at Home” (RLAH), BoR (14) 209, Annex 2 
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expand it – 3400-4200MHz.  The reason for this is that larger bandwidth is needed to enable true IMT-
2020/5G services in a multi-operator environment. 
 
Relating to timely allocation, Telia Company would like to also emphasize the need for further actions to 
ensure that Member States make available the currently harmonized mobile bands (such as 700MHz, 
2300MHz, and 3400-3800MHz) without delay. Many countries delay the release of bands quite long and 


especially in lower bands this has negative impacts in neighboring countries.  
  
5G also on below 1 GHz  
As outlined above all future and current frequency bands must be fully technology neutral. Therefore it 
is again worrying to read that RSPGs draft opinion states that “5G will need to be deployed also in 


bands already harmonised below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable 


nationwide and indoor 5G coverage”. Firstly Telia Company is of the opinion that the 700MHz band will 
be needed, especially in markets with high data uptake currently, for capacity in 4G. Secondly, in order 
to achieve good indoor coverage operators will deploy 5G on bands below 1GHz however what bands 
may be used should be for operators to decide. In addition Telia Company does not believe it is 
sufficient to only rely on the 700MHz band in the short to medium term, RSPG should therefore also 
promote the allocation of the sub-700 MHz band already now. The reason is simple that there is too 
little spectrum per operator available below 1 GHz, especially since we are of the opinion that we need 
to use the 700MHz for both 4G and 5G technologies.  
 
Ensuring regulatory conditions for 5G 
Telia Company does not fully understand what RSPG mean when they state “need to ensure that 
technical and regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.” 


We guess it means that RSPG wishes to ensure that any mobile band can be used also for 5G, i.e. that 
the existing conditions allow that and if not, the conditions should be updated. In addition to this Telia 
Company believes that there is a continuous need to provide more foreseeability concerning spectrum 
allocation. Member States shall in an even more transparent manner than today provide road maps for 
when allocation of certain bands will take place. Furthermore we believe that if the aim of both the 
European Commission and RSPG is to enable rules and opinions in order to facilitate that all European 
citizens will have access to 5G in a timely manner it is essential to also provide policies around allocation 
costs and yearly fees of spectrum bands, in a manner that is linked to the referred set out vision. Telia 
Company will be a leader in the deployment of 5G networks and is also a committed supporter to the 
wider ambition of creating a gigabit society, we foresee an aspiration to put our markets in a leading 
global position when it comes to digitalization and connectivity. The responsibility for creating European 
competitiveness also falls on public authorities and to complete our level of aspiration, a well-
functioning and sustainable spectrum environment will be a prerequisite. We therefore seek rules which 
enquires Member States to in a transparent way explain how their allocation rules and all fees related to 
spectrum concretely will ensure that 5G will be available to all European citizens in a timely manner. The 
Member States’ allocation rules should go through a peer review in order to both ensure sharing of best 
practices as well as providing additional transparency.  
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Bands above 6 GHz and 24 GHz  
Considering the limited result from the WRC-2015 we believe the RSPG draft fourth opinion is 
satisfactory. However we believe it is important that the draft opinion is not limited to the bands listed 
in the WRC-15 to be studied for WRC-19. Rather RSPG should already now have a long term view for 
future spectrum bands, including also bands above 6GHz.  
 
 
.  
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Initiative on pioneer 5G bands 


 


 


Date: 8 Jul 2016 


Source: 5G Infrastructure Association (IA) WG Spectrum 


Contact Name: Ulrich Rehfuess (Rapporteur) – Email: ulrich.rehfuess@nokia.com 


 


The RSPG, at its Workshop in London on 30th March 2016, welcomed inputs to its work on 5G 


spectrum. On May 30, the 5G Infrastructure Association (5G IA) Working Group Spectrum presented 


to the RSPG its view on the spectrum problem to be solved to enable a lead of the EU in 5G in an 


explanatory note.  


Recently, by issuing the DRAFT RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation 


wireless systems (5G) of 8th June 2016, RSPG proposes a number of bands for early deployment of 


5G.  


5G IA WG Spectrum welcomes the RSPG's recognition of the need for wider bandwidths for 5G, of 


the critical importance of global harmonisation, and of the focus, for bands above 6 GHz, on the list 


provided by WRC-15. 5G IA WG Spectrum also welcomes RSPG's recognition of the need for early 


indications of the 3.4 - 3.8 GHz band and of bands below 1 GHz to be available before 2020 as well 


as of the relevance of bands above 24 GHz. As set out in our earlier paper on pioneer bands for 


eMBB in Europe, 5G IA WG Spectrum believes that the minimum RF channel bandwidth for eMBB in 


the 3.4 – 3.8 GHz band should be 100 MHz, rising to 500 MHz in bands between 5 to 33 GHz and 


rising to 1 GHz or more for bands in the mm-wave region above 33 GHz. 


The 5G IA WG Spectrum would like to follow up with its views on potential pioneer spectrum bands for 


5G in Europe as a base for a dialogue within the planned RSPG 5G working group meeting in Dublin 


on 13th July 2016. With the present contribution, we aim to provide additional information to RSPG’s 


important effort to pave the way, through early identification of potential pioneer bands, towards early 


and successful 5G deployments in Europe, in particular with respect to eMBB use case of 5G. The 5G 


IA WG Spectrum and myself as the rapporteur for this initiative will be more than happy to engage 


more deeply with the RSPG Working Group on 5G spectrum to assist in any way we can.  


Pioneer bands as seen by the 5G IA WG Spectrum are a limited number of bands targeted now for 


testbed development, leading into prototypes, trials and early commercial deployments in Europe by 


2020 to put the EU in 5G lead position. 



mailto:ulrich.rehfuess@nokia.com
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The 5G IA WG Spectrum would like to suggest to RSPG to consider as 5G pioneer bands in Europe, 


subject to successful results of technical and regulatory studies with regards to the protection of 


incumbent services, the following ones: 


 


3.4 - 3.8 GHz  
 
eMBB for single digit Gbit/s urban mobile coverage 


 
In Europe, this band is allocated to the mobile service and identified for IMT. It could provide 
opportunities to accommodate wide RF channel bandwidths of 100 MHz or more. This wide 
RF channel bandwidth is essential to deliver a peak data rate transmission in the order of low 
single digit Gbit/s per RF channel. This spectrum range and these RF channel bandwidths are 
considered to be suitable to contiguously cover densely populated areas.  
 
It is in parts licensed to fixed wireless access providers and the current technical regulation 
and licencing need to be reviewed and possibly adapted to accommodate such wide RF 
carrier bandwidths.  
 
Note 1: WRC-15 decided to maintain the FSS primary allocation in the frequency range 3.6 to 
4.2 GHz. At WRC-15, the CEPT position was not to have a primary mobile allocation in the 
frequency range 3.8 to 4.2 GHz. 
 
Note 2: The adjacent band 3.8 - 4.2 GHz is under investigation in other regions for early 
deployments of 5G and thus is subject to research and development within Europe.  
 


 


24.25 - 27.5 GHz (“25 GHz”) 


31.8 - 33.4 GHz (“32 GHz”) 


 


eMBB for up to double digit Gbit/s  


Both these bands are included for studies in ITU under A.I. 1.13 of WRC-19 and in CEPT 


WRC-19 preparation, which could result in new mobile primary allocations and/or 


identification for the future development of IMT requiring larger contiguous blocks of spectrum 


than those in the currently identified frequency bands. The band 25 GHz could offer up to 


3.25 GHz contiguous RF bandwidth, while the band 32 GHz could offer up to 1.6 GHz. These 


bands may initially be used for 5G radio access networks in dense high traffic areas. Both 


bands are subject to intense research activities within 5G PPP. 


For assessing their suitability as 5G pioneer bands, initial considerations were based on the 


following: 


• Potential for early implementation and for common economies of scale with 5G 


spectrum initiatives outside Europe; 


• Incumbent usage. 


 
 


Concerning the potential for early implementation and for common economies of scale with 


5G spectrum initiatives outside Europe: 
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24.25 - 27.5 GHz (“25 GHz”) 


The below-mentioned developments of 28 GHz in the USA and Korea (see dedicated section 


“Impact of 5G spectrum developments outside Europe”) could offer the 25 GHz band the 


potential for common economies of scale for devices and chip sets. There are mobile 


technology industry experts examining whether devices with a large tuning range extending 


into the 25 GHz band in addition to the bands to be used in the USA and Korea are 


technically viable. If technically viable, such devices could become available (subject to 


commercial interest) in the 25 GHz band as a pioneer band in Europe with limited re-


development efforts.  


The frequency range over which it may be possible to extend the tuning range and the 


benefits for equipment and device implementation and the technical viability are under intense 


investigation. There are technical challenges as well as considerations that need to be given 


to the commercial and time to market aspects which could also impact the viability of this 


approach and any advantage it brings to identifying the 25 GHz band as a pioneer band. The 


impact deriving from the need to protect existing services both within and above the 25 GHz 


band on the ability to efficiently implement a large tuning range continues to be under study. 


 


31.8 - 33.4 GHz (“32 GHz”) 


The below-mentioned developments in the USA and Korea have been considered whether to 


offer the 32 GHz band the potential for common economies of scale for devices and chip sets. 


Concerning the 27.5 - 28.25 GHz band considered by the USA, the relative size of the tuning 


range to cover 27.5 - 33.4 GHz is similar to that of the tuning range of 24.25 - 29.5 GHz. 


However, the need to protect the passive service below the lower edge of the 32 GHz band, 


in the middle of the tuning range, requires specific attention. This might result in such a tuning 


range to be not technically viable and might require specific standalone 32 GHz re-design.  


Concerning the 26.5 - 29.5 GHz band in Korea the relative size of the tuning range of 26.5 - 


33.4 GHz is larger than that of the tuning range of 27.5 - 33.4 GHz. Implementing the wider 


tuning range of 26.5 - 33.4 GHz, taking further into account the passive service protection 


requirements, might pose additional challenges. 


 


Concerning the incumbent usage:  


The 5G IA welcomes the initiative taken by CEPT (ECC PT1) through a questionnaire to 
gather, by next 1st September, the views of CEPT administrations and industry on the 
frequency bands under study for WRC-19 agenda item 1.13, with respect to: the incumbent 
services/applications currently allocated/ assigned, the number of stations, how widely the 
existing services are deployed in space and time (e.g., the geographical deployment in urban 
relative to rural areas), the expiry date for the existing licences, the future plans for the bands, 
the issues/challenges, and the band prioritisation. 


 


24.25-27.5 GHz (“25 GHz”) 


Based on information currently available, the 25 GHz frequency range is used in Europe for 


major space exploration programs of the European Space Agency and for the new generation 


of meteorological satellites of Eumetsat. It is used also by the Fixed Service: according to the 
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ECC Report 1731, issued in March 2012 and based on a questionnaire conducted through 


CEPT administrations in autumn of 2010, there are less than 100 links in the 24.25 - 24.5 


GHz band, a total of about 37,000 of fixed P-P links and 2,259 P-MP Base Stations in more 


than 30 countries in the 24.5 - 26.5 GHz band, and 30 links used for military/NATO needs 


also in the 26.5 - 27.5 GHz.  


31.8 - 33.4 GHz (“32 GHz”) 


According to the ECC Report 173, mentioned above, around 8,000 P-P links are active in 31 


countries and no P-MP. 


 
In conclusion, at this stage, the 5G IA WG Spectrum cannot state a clear preference among 


these two bands, but aims to give more information and recommendations soon based on the 


results of ongoing studies.  


 
 
700 MHz 
 
mMTC/URLLC universal coverage  
 


This band (694 – 790 MHz) was allocated at WRC-12 to the mobile, except aeronautical 


mobile, service on a primary basis in Region 1 and is targeted to be re-purposed from 


terrestrial TV broadcast to IMT use by 2020 in Europe. While it cannot deliver the wide 


bandwidths required for eMBB, it can very well support large area and outdoor-to-indoor 


coverage required for the 5G use case families mMTC and URLLC thus enabling new vertical 


use (like IoT communications for Smart Grids, car-to-X communication for highly automated 


driving etc). 


 


Impact of 5G spectrum developments outside Europe  


The US is actively preparing to finalise a ruling in the summer 2016 enabling commercial 5G 


deployment in the 28 GHz band (27.5 - 28.35 GHz), 37 GHz band (37 - 38.6 GHz), 39 GHz band 


(38.6 - 40 GHz) and the 64 - 71 GHz band.  


In Korea, for the purposes of the Olympic trial, 3 operators will be granted 1 GHz of spectrum each in 


the frequency range 26.5 - 29.5 GHz.  


With respect to the frequency range 27.5 - 29.5 GHz in Europe, 5G IA WG Spectrum notes that there 


are fixed links, both P-P and P-MP for Fixed Wireless Access including mobile backhauling, in this 


band and that the satellite industry is using or planning to use this band.  


As regards the ability to commercially roll out the first 5G networks in Europe with RF channel widths 


well exceeding 100 MHz (as is expected to be the case in the US with respect to the band 27.50 - 


28.35 GHz), Europe’s global leadership in 5G will critically depend on the timely selection, 


identification, harmonisation and clearance, ideally by 2020, of a first pioneer band above 6 GHz in 


Europe from among the two identified in this document.  


A final observation is that, as European R&D centres are at the forefront of 5G product and 


technological innovations on a global basis, including for deployment outside Europe, the 


identification of recommended pioneer bands for Europe should not preclude Test and Development 


                                                           
1 Subject to potential revision (see: Questionnaire from WG SE 19 regarding the revision of ECC Report 173 on current use and 
future trends for the fixed services in Europe, deadline 14 October 2016) 
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authorisations for in house lab-trials and demos of equipment operating in the frequency range 26.5 - 


29.5 GHz 


 


The 5G IA WG Spectrum would like to offer as background information the following documents: 


 


1.) What is the spectrum problem?  
(already sent to the RSPG WG on 5G spectrum for its meeting on 2nd June in Stockholm) 


2.) 5G PPP vision on 5G  
https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/5G-Vision-Exec-Summary-v1.pdf  


3.) 5G PPP brochure on 5G empowering vertical industries with its socio-economic benefits  
https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/BROCHURE_5PPP_BAT2_PL.pdf  



https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/5G-Vision-Exec-Summary-v1.pdf

https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/BROCHURE_5PPP_BAT2_PL.pdf






 


DRAF RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless 


systems (5G) 


 


MEO welcomes the opportunity to contribute to RSPG’s strategic roadmap towards 5G 


for Europe. 


 


MEO considers that the roadmap should be developed to facilitate the launch of 5G on 


a large scale in Europe from 2020, with phased deployment 2020-2030. 


 


MEO is of the view that all currently harmonised bands for mobile networks are equally 
relevant for the evolution towards 5G. Nevertheless, it is required to assess the 
suitability of current harmonised technical conditions to accommodate 5G on bands 
bellow 6 GHz (700MHz to 3.4 – 3.8 GHz).  
 


MEO considers that global harmonization of frequency bands above 24 GHz is 


essential for the achievement of economies of scale in the ecosystem of equipments, 


networks and the European internal market. MEO suggests that it will also be required 


to take into account what other regions are planning in terms of band focus and 3GPP 


timeline for the development on the various frequency bands.  


 


MEO agrees that prioritization of bands above 6GHz for 5G should focus on those 


bands that were suggested in the ECP for WRC-15 Agenda Item 10, in particular in the 


lower bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. Nevertheless, even 


with such prioritization on certain bands, other bands and respective sharing studies 


should not be disregarded. 


MEO considers that some bands above 24 GHz may have advantages as initial bands 


for 5G and may be also subject to an early harmonisation process before WRC19. 


MEO agrees that working groups on IoT, ITS and 5G need to address spectrum 


coordination issues among them. 
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Response to the Public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on
soectrum related asoects for next-generation wireless systems l5Gl


Dear Sir or Madam,


Please find hereinafter a response to the consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on


spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G) from Austrian


Broadcasting Services (Österreichische Runkfunksender, ORS).


Austrian Broadcasting Services (Österreichische Runkfunksender, ORS) welcomes the
opportunity to provide feedback on the draft RSPG opinion on spectrum related aspects for
next generation wireless systems (5G). Regarding item 2 of the opinion on the solutions to
provide nationwide and indoor coverage with spectrum below t GHz, ORS makes the
following comment:


ORS emphasizes that the band 470 - 694 MHz is not to be considered in any respect for
mobile broadband seruices due to the fact that this is the core band for terrestrial
broadcasting services in Europe and in the world (as decided upon at WRC-15).


Yours sincerely,


österreichische Rundfunksender GmbH & Co KG


Austria n Broadcasting Seruices


Managing Director


Osterreichische Rundfunksender GmbH {r Co KG I Austrian Broadcasting Serv-ices
A-1136Wien lWürzburggasse30 lT:+43(0)I87Q{Q+ lF:+43(0)1 87040+ lwors.at 1FN256454p lHandelsgerichtWien IUID:ÀTU61292988 1DVR4004142
Kontoru.:649780(EUR) | Bank:RaiffeisenlandesbankNO-Wien IBLZ:32000 | IBANCode:ÀT493200000000649780 | BIC:RLNWÀTII/W I UnbeschrärLkthaftender
Gesellschafter:OsterreichischeRmdfunksenderGmbH lA-1136Wien lWürzburggasse30 1FN252826d lHandelsgerichtWien
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THE COALITION OF FIXED WIRELESS ACCESS1 
 


Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) technology allows to supply connectivity services through radio spectrum, 


without requiring deployment of ducts and cables for the so called “last mile” segment. This feature 


assures FWA highly reduced period and cost of deployment compared to wired networks. Thanks to 


this, FWA networks had an important role in reducing the first step of digital divide (2 Mbps) and is 


having a similar one also in the second step2 (30 Mbps), especially in sub-urban and rural areas. 


Our country has more than 8.000 municipalities, a forth with less than 1.000 residents and a half with 


less than 2.000. A so fragmented scenario is an output of our typical orography (we have Alps, 


Apennines, islands, lakes and valleys), which is frequently not suitable to deploy and maintain a 


traditional wired network, both from an economic and engineering point of view. 


Nowadays, the Italian FWA operators count more than one million of residential and business 


customers, with a sharply rising trend of customer base which, since 2014, is constantly highlighted in 


quarterly reports of the Italian NRA for communications (AGCom)3. 


Current performances of FWA technologies allow operators to supply connectivity services up to 1 Gbps 


to business customers, with point-to-point equipment (P-P), and up to 30 Mbps to households, with 


point-to- multipoint equipment (P-MP). Moreover, R&D current state of play foresees an upgrade of 


FWA offer to households, with services up to 50 Mbps by the end of 2016 and up to 100 Mbps by the 


end of 2018. 


In our country, Fixed Wireless Access technology represents the only one example of that infrastructure 


based competition on which the whole European regulatory framework is founded on. Moreover, this 


feature is pointed out as a key factor to achieve development of ultrabroadband services and Digital 


Agenda for Europe targets. 


The Italian companies of the FWA recently decided to group themselves into a Coalition able to give an 


institutional representation to the whole production chain, from vendors and tower companies to 


wireless internet service providers (WISP), system integrators and satellite operators. This association of 


more than 60 participants is now ready to play an active role (complementary to optical fiber networks 


in big urban areas) within the Italian government strategy for ultrabroadband. 


  


                                                           
1 The Coalition registered for Transparency Register of EU with id 878276822865-94. 
2 See http://www.governo.it/sites/governo.it/files/strategia_banda_ultralarga.pdf, page 96. 
3 i.e. http://www.agcom.it/documents/10179/5178152/Allegato+18-7-2016/99f350d2-b699-481c-9ec1-
ef8b0977b2f3?version=1.0. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 


CFWA really welcomes the RSPG’s efforts in developing a European spectrum strategy for introduction 


of 5G and, moreover, the fact that a related evaluation from stakeholders has been required. It is also 


significant to note that this strategy is expected to drive the Union towards a new generation of 


wireless paradigm, able to provide a wide range of innovative mobile services (i.e. IoT, M2M, etc.) and 


universal access to ultrabroadband connectivity for each European citizen. 


 


Considering the necessity to pursue and realize both the just mentioned targets, the Coalition would like 


to underline contribution that Fixed Wireless Access (FWA) could provide to achieve the second 


objective. In this context, it is strictly important that development of Europe’s spectrum policy strategy 


regarding mobile service would not challenge achievement of universal and fixed access to 


ultrabroadband connectivity. Especially considering the different background conditions and state of 


play that each Member State is experiencing in achieving Digital Agenda for Europe targets. 


 


1. ENABLING ULTRABROADBAND CONNECTIVITY 
 


The European Commission stated in his 2013 Guidelines for deployment of broadband networks that “at 


the current stage of market and technological development, NGA networks are: (i) fiber-based access 


networks (FTTx); (ii) advanced upgraded cable networks; and (iii) certain advanced wireless access 


networks capable of delivering reliable high speeds per subscriber”. Furthermore, such orientation is 


also confirmed in the “Digital Agenda Scoreboard”, where NGA networks, beyond traditional optical 


fiber ones, comprises “technologies other than FTTH, FTTB, VDSL and Cable NGA, which are capable of 


at least 30 Mbps download”. 


More in depth, considering that FWA protocols, differently from those used for mobile communications, 


are not required to constantly manage handover and interoperability, and that the related connectivity 


service is provided 


(i) ensuring Line of Sight (LoS) between transmission site (BTS) and customer location 


(ii) equipping user site with a small antenna 


(iii) just only to a fixed location 


It is clear that FWA performances are strictly comparable (and better) to those typical of LTE-5G. The 


chart below describes a wide range of technologies able to provide innovative and ultrabroadband 


services in a fixed location, FWA included. 



mailto:info@cfwa.it
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Figure 1: Source of Prof. M.Dècina (2014), based on data by Bell Labs, G. Fettweis, and others 


The following illustration shows as currently available Point-Multipoint (P-MP) FWA applications have a 


spectrum efficiency of 30 bps/Hz, thanks to implementation of Massive User – Multiple Input Multiple 


Output (Massive MIMO) paradigm. While mobile solutions still remain under these performances, 


because of the large availability of spectrum for mobile operators and the possibility to perform carrier 


aggregation (2 or 4 channels). 


Considering that in addition to mobile services, spectrum policy for introduction of 5G should ensure 


universal access to ultrabroadband connectivity, the Coalition suggests to RSPG the inclusion of FWA 


applications within those useful to realize the strategy, consequently acting in related spectrum policy 


framework. 


 


Figure 2 Source of Cambium Networks (1) and Qualcomm (2) 
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2. DIGITAL AGENDA FOR EUROPE 2020 
 


In 2010, the Commission called4 for adoption of the Digital Agenda for Europe. Taking in account a group 


of undesirable evidences differently observed through the Union, like as fragmented digital markets, 


lack of investment in networks and digital skills, the Agenda have been adopted to deliver sustainable 


economic and social benefits from a digital single market based on fast and ultrafast internet and 


interoperable applications. 


 


Among others, the Agenda fixed a common target of internet connection availability to whole of the 


citizens. In detail, ensuring by 2020 (i) all Europeans have access to internet speeds above 30 Mbps and 


(ii) 50% or more of European households subscribe internet connections above 100 Mbps. 


 


Nowadays, the Commission is constantly evaluating output of different actions that each country is 


realizing to reach the connectivity objectives. Indeed, within Digital Single Market Strategy5, the 


Commission measures progress of the European digital economy through implementation of a Digital 


Scoreboard6 and update of a proper Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI). 


 


The below charts are part of evaluation of the connectivity indicator7 within DESI and show European 


fast broadband (at least 30Mbps) household penetration between 2010 and 2015 and, for each country, 


the penetration in 2015. 


 


 


 
                                                                                                                                                          Figure 3 


 


                                                           
4 Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the Social Committee and the 
Committee of the Regions, COM (2010) 245 final A Digital Agenda for Europe. 
5 The Digital Single Market strategy, adopted on the 6 May 2015, includes 16 initiatives to be delivered by the end 
of 2016. The initiatives are based on three pillars: Access (better access for consumers and businesses to digital 
goods and services), Environment (creating the right conditions and for digital networks and innovative services), 
Economy & Society (maximising the growth potential of the digital economy). 
6 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/digital-scoreboard. 
7 Europe's Digital Progress Report 2016 – Connectivity, https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/download-
scoreboard-reports 
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A little bit more than a fifth of European homes subscribed a fast broadband access of at least 30 Mbps 


in 2015 (22%), with a significant increasing since 2010. 


 


 


                                                                                                                                                                              Figure 4 


 


In Belgium and the Netherlands more than half of homes already subscribes fast broadband, while in 


Croatia, Greece, Italy and Cyprus, high-speed services still remain marginal. 


 


The output of these charts confirms that a large part of Europe appears still far away from 


achievement of the Digital Agenda for Europe targets in terms of connectivity. 
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3. THE ITALIAN ULTRABROADBAND STRATEGY 
 
In line with objectives of the DAE 2020, on 3 March 2015 the Italian government issued his 


Ultrabroadband Strategy8 (the Strategy). In this document, Italy aims to allow 85% of households and 


all public buildings (in particular schools and hospitals) to have access to at least 100 Mbps and the 


remaining part of the population to at least 30 Mbps speed.  


 


As part of the Strategy, Italy designed a nationwide framework scheme consisting of carefully targeted 


public sector interventions, primarily, to realize a FTTN (Fiber to the Node) infrastructure in the most 


peripheral areas9 of the country (also known as clusters C and D). The deployment should be carried out 


by market players chosen by Infratel Italia SpA (the in-house company of the Ministry for Economic 


Development) through different public tenders. 


 


In detail, the plan aims to cover all households belonging to cluster D with connections able to provide 


at least 30 Mbps while, for cluster C, 70% of the households will have access to connections with at least 


100 Mbps and the remaining 30% to connections with at least 30 Mbps. 


 


It is important to note that the interventions will be deployed in a situation of telecommunication 


infrastructures and broadband penetration deeply under developed compared to the most advanced 


European countries and the DAE 2020 targets. In other words, as noted in Figure 4, in 2015 Italy was 


third to last country in European fast broadband household penetration and still far away from 


achievement of the above mentioned connectivity objectives. 


 


4. ENHANCING FWA POTENTIALITY 
 


Nowadays, the largest part of FWA operators provides his connectivity services through unlicensed 


5GHz spectrum and through licensed 24.5 – 26.5 GHz and 27.5 – 29.5 GHz, also known as Wireless Local 


Loop (WLL) band. For WLL, the Italian Ministry for Economic Development (MiSE) is currently performing 


a second stage10 of the allocation procedure started in 2002. 


 


Moreover, at the end of 2015 AGCom issued11 the guidelines for allocation and usage of 3.6-3.8 GHz 


band, introducing an innovative mechanism of geographical shared access to the spectrum. In depth, 


the NRA identified two types of cluster, “town” and “territory”, to manage through two different 


frameworks.  


 


                                                           
8 http://www.governo.it/sites/governo.it/files/strategia_banda_ultralarga.pdf. 
9 Piano degli Investimenti mediante Intervento Diretto nelle Aree a Fallimento di Mercato, Addendum alla 
Consultazione Pubblica ai sensi dei paragrafi 64 e 78 degli “Orientamenti dell’Unione europea per l’applicazione 
delle norme in materia di aiuti di Stato in relazione allo sviluppo rapido di reti a banda larga”. 
10 http://www.fub.it/gara_wll/gara_wll.php#stato. 
11 Del. 659/15/CONS available at http://www.agcom.it/documents/10179/3485599/Delibera+659-15-
CONS/b6dc88ed-4cc8-43b7-bbec-e55ed1f8dad9?version=1.0  
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This choice appears more reasonable taking in account what the Authority stated, in the mentioned 


guidelines, referring to the contribution of Fixed Wireless Access and usage of 3.6-3.8 GHz frequencies, 


particularly suitable to provide fixed radio access in rural areas (or cluster “territory”)12. 


 


Consequently, conclusion of the still ongoing allocation procedures of this band, in charge of MiSE, is 


expected to partially solve the European Commission concerns about a “lack of sufficient investment 


notably in rural areas, problems which will not be fully resolved in the context of the ongoing discussions 


on the Telecoms Single Market package”13. 


 


Generally speaking, it is clear that performances of Fixed Wireless Access are mostly determined by 


spectrum availability and efficiency. Currently situation highlights that spectrum available for this 


technology is no more sufficient to allow development of FWA. At the same time, this circumstance 


already obliged FWA vendors and operators to sharply increase efficiency in frequency usage, which on 


the other side decreased network scalability. 


 


In other words, the following chart help us to resume the current situation of spectrum availability: in 


order to step up from yellow zone (present) to the green one, FWA operators need to access more 


spectrum sources. 


 


 


 
Figure 5: Prof. M. Dècina, Wireless Technologies (2016) 


 


 


 


                                                           
12 Del. AGCom 659/15/CONS, Par. 73. 
13 Digital Single Market Strategy, par. 3.1 
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5. 1 GHz FOR FIXED WIRELESS ACCESS 
 


Far away from selected and valuable low spectrum bands and taking into consideration the wide part of 


frequency sources already allocated to mobile operators14, the Coalition would like to suggests RSPG a 


group of frequencies which appears ready to be allocated to FWA operators and promote support of 


UBB services. 


 


Band (MHz) Range (MHz) Note 


2.300 - 2.400 100 
• Licensed Shared Access band 


• Trial started by Italian Ministry of Development        


should include FWA vendors and operators 


3.400 – 3.600 200 
• Allocated to few operators 


• Scarcely used in remote areas 


3.600 – 3.700 100 
• Scarcely used in the whole country 


• Should be already allocated since 200815 


3.700 – 3.800 100 
• Empty band 


• Should be already allocated since 2008 


3.800 – 4.200 200 
• Empty band since no more coupled with 3.6-3.8 


GHz 


5.350 – 5.470 120 
• Scarcely used by Ministry of Defense 


• Close to 5.4 GHz already used by FWA operators 


5.725 – 5.875 150 
• Scarcely used by Ministry of Defense 


• Close to 5.4 GHz already used by FWA operators 


 


 


 


                                                           
14 Which frequently originated the so called phenomenon of “over-hoarding”. 
15 As asked by Commission in Del. 2008/411/CE and 2014/276/UE. 
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CONCLUSION ON RSPG OPINION FOR 5G SPECTRUM ASPECTS 
 


Taking in account all previous considerations on: 


 The two streams of strategy for 5G introduction and especially that referred to universal 


ultrabroadband access for all the Europeans  


 Positive perspectives of FWA technologies and related role within the 5G strategy 


 Difficulties observed in reaching the DAE 2020 targets, which highlights the importance of Fixed 


Wireless Access industry, notably in sub-urban, rural and remote areas 


 Need of more spectrum to enhance FWA contribution in granting universal access to 


ultrabroadband 


The Coalition of Fixed Wireless Access asks RSPG to 


 Preserve frequency bands currently allocated to Fixed Wireless Access operators from changes 


in destination usages (3.4-3.6 GHz, 3.6-3.8 GHz, 24.5 – 26.5 GHz and 27.5 – 29.5 GHz), included 


those addressed to RadioLan shared access (2.4 GHz, 5.6 GHz and 17.2 GHz) 


 Act to find new spectrum sources for FWA operators, in order to enhance their contribution to 


full deployment of universal ultrabroadband access (i. e. 2.3-2.4 GHz, 3.8-4.2 GHz, 5.2 GHz, 5.8 


GHz)  


 Allow single Member States to gradually e differently reserve spectrum bands for 5G 


deployment 


 Push the Italian Ministry for Economic Development to conclude allocation procedures of 3.6-


3.8 GHz. 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Coalition of Fixed Wireless Access 


Secretary and Treasurer 


Antonio Rita 
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Response to 


Public Consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspect for next-


generation wireless systems (5G) 


 


I find the RSPG opinion of 5G spectrum related aspects very sound. It is to be stressed that the 


use of frequency bands already harmonized for mobile networks, including the ones below 1 GHz, 


is essential to have reasonable 5G coverage also for transport purposes. Transport automation is 


advancing very rapidly, and automated driving will in many cases and environments in practice 


necessitate the use of 5G. With only high frequency bands in use, the costs for this would be 


prohibitively high.  


 


Yours sincerely, 


Professor, Principal Advisor on ITS  Risto Kulmala 


Finnish Transport Agency 


Mobility Services and ITS 


Opastinsilta 12 A, FI 00520  Helsinki 


risto.kulmala(at)fta.fi 
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ESOA Responses to RSPG’s Consultation on “Strategic Roadmap 


towards 5G for Europe: Opinion on spectrum related aspects for 


next generation wireless systems (5G)” 


 


15 July 2016  


 


Introduction 


ESOA welcomes the opportunity to respond to the European Commission’s RSPG consultation 
on “Strategic Roadmap towards 5G for Europe: Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next 
generation wireless systems (5G)”, published on 8 June 2016. 


The position of ESOA represents the view of EMEA satellite operators.  This consultation is 
crucial for the satellite industry for two reasons:  


•  5G will integrate satellite components, and cross-sectorial standardisation activities 
are foreseen to consider different networks from cellular to satellite in order to ensure 
both ubiquity and resilience of the 5G eco-system overall. 


•  Some spectrum bands allocated at the WRC-15 conference for studies above 24 GHz1 
(Ka / Q / V bands) are already currently used, or on the verge of being used, for FSS 
satellite services where significant investments were made. On the other hand, ESOA 
agrees with the RSPG’s opinion for prioritising the bands above 24 GHz and to remain 
within the scope of the ITU Resolution. We believe that 31.8-33.4 GHz is one of the 
pioneer win-to-win solutions where international harmonisation is possible as proposed 
by all three ITU Regions for 5G deployment. 


 


About ESOA 
 
ESOA (EMEA Satellite Operators Association) is a non-profit organisation established with the 
objective of serving and  promoting  the  common interests of satellite operators from Europe, 
the Middle East, Africa and CIS.  The Association today represents the interests of 21 satellite 
operators who deliver information communication services across the globe. 


Together ESOA Members provide invaluable communication services to the whole world 
including television broadcast and distribution, broadband connectivity, emergency 
communication, live broadcasting, maritime and aero communication, secure services for 
governments, 24-7 monitoring of industrial processes such as energy plants and a whole range 
of other communications capabilities that society has come to rely on. 


                                                             


1
       The carrier frequencies noted here are for evaluation purpose only, satellites are deployed in wide range of 


frequency bands including (27.0-31.0 GHz) and Q/V bands (37.5-43.5, 47.2-50.2 GHz and 50.4-51.4 GHz) 


and more. 
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ESOA’s Response 


 


Availability of spectrum is a key element for the success of 5G services to be provided to all 
European citizens in a timely manner. In that respect, RSPG has explored 7 distinct avenues. 
ESOA comments on each item are provided below. 


 


1- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be primary band 


suitable for the introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, nothing that this 
band is already harmonised for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of 
continuous spectrum, enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility 
to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G deployment. 


 


ESOA comment: ESOA expects that FSS using C-band will continue to respond to 


connectivity needs especially as regards IoT, M2M, communication on the move, 


mobile backhaul, broadcasting, and media & entertainment. Opening this band to 


very-high powered and ubiquitous 5G systems will place existing users including the 


FSS at high risk of interference.  


The impact of IMT on existing satellite services has been largely documented, 


including with LTE small cells.2 


At WRC-15, the band 3600-3700 MHz was not identified for IMT except for a few 
number of countries in Region 2 (4 countries). Concerning the upper part of this band 
(3700-3800 MHz), WRC-15 did not identify it for IMT for all 3 Regions. 


The whole band 3400-3800 MHz, although not identified for IMT in Region 1 for EU 
countries, is subject to an EC Decision 2008/411/EC.  


Article 1 of this Decision states that the spectrum harmonization occurs ‘without 
prejudice to the protection and continued operation of other existing use in this 
band’.3  Article 2 of the Decision states that Member States shall designate and make 
available the 3400-3600 MHz and 3600-3800 MHz bands for terrestrial electronic 
communications networks but ‘on a non-exclusive basis’4 . 


                                                             
2
  See notably International Telecommunication Union, Radiocommunication Sector, “Sharing studies 


between International Mobile Telecommunication-Advanced systems and geostationary satellite networks 


in the fixed-satellite service in the 3 400-4 200 MHz and 4 500-4 800 MHz frequency bands in the WRC 


study cycle leading to WRC-15,” Report ITU-R S.2368-0 (June 2015). 


 
3
   Article 1: This Decision aims at harmonizing, without prejudice to the protection and continued operation of 


other existing use in this band, the conditions for the availability and efficient use of the 3 400-3 800 MHz 


band for terrestrial systems capable of providing electronic communications services. 


 
4
  Article 2:  1. No later than six months after entry into force of this Decision Member States shall designate 


and make available, on a non-exclusive basis, the 3 400-3 600 MHz band for terrestrial electronic 


communications networks, in compliance with the parameters set out in the Annex to this Decision.   2. By 1 


January 2012 Member States shall designate and subsequently make available, on a non-exclusive basis, 
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The introduction of IMT will very likely cause harmful interference for FSS in some EU 
countries. Consequently, these countries will have to significantly constrain the 
deployment of IMT systems (e.g. with large exclusion areas) or be forced to cease FSS 
services in the band 3400-3800 MHz.  


 


 


2- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG is of opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in 


bands already harmonised below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in 
order to enable nationwide and indoor 5G coverage.  


 


ESOA comment: ESOA agrees with RSPG’s opinion on 700 MHz band (694-790 MHz) 


that was identified for MBB usage in EMEA under Agenda Item 1.2 at WRC-15 (some 
conditions in line with the European Regulations). ESOA agrees with RSPG’s opinion 
for 5G deployments in bands below 1 GHz (sometimes referred to as “coverage 
bands”). 


The well-known technical characteristics of this band make it very attractive for 5G 
coverage and the development of IoT. In addition, since this spectrum is partially 
harmonised with the APT700 band plan, it brings significant advantage in terms of 
reduction of development cost as well as improvements in economics of scale. 


 


 


3- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that 


technical and regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile 
networks are fit for 5G use. 


 


ESOA comment: ESOA agrees that this is needed in all bands under consideration 


for 5G deployment. ESOA also agrees with the need for clarification of both technical 
and regulatory conditions and also proposes to take necessary measures, either to 
facilitate 5G deployments, or to ensure protection of incumbent users (e.g. FSS in the 
3400-3800 MHz band).  


 


 


4- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG stresses that there are many bands above 24 GHz which 


are of potential interest for 5G in Europe. 


• To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest 
opportunity, a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this, 
RSPG members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved 
in enabling access to each candidate band in their country. 


                                                                                                                                                                                                      


the 3 600-3 800 MHz band for terrestrial electronic communications networks, in compliance with the 


parameters set out in the Annex to this Decision. 
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• In this regard, the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for 
developing 5G. 


• The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account 
sharing and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services 
(including backhauling). 


 


ESOA comment:  ESOA agrees that early availability of 5G spectrum will facilitate 


5G deployment (e.g. in the US, the FCC via its rule making process intends to make 
available spectrum nationally to be used for 5G). However, as Europe has 
demonstrated it is a leader in 5G in its own right (with trials including major verticals 
such as automotive industry, media & entertainment and health care applications), 
already being developed. Therefore, an early availability of a globally harmonised 
spectrum is a key issue for the transition of 5G deployment. 


ESOA agrees with this RSPG proposal provided that consideration is given to the 
potential for sharing with other existing and planned services.  ESOA strongly supports 
the desire for global harmonisation of spectrum for 5G and hence work of the ITU-R in 
connections with WRC-19 agenda item 1.13 will be a key driver for the potential 
identification of bands for 5G above 24 GHz. 


In line with the above view, ESOA agrees with the initiatives of the ECC/PT1 
questionnaire5 on current usage of the bands above 24 GHz, the purpose of which is to 
gather the views of CEPT administrations and industry on the frequency bands under 
study for WRC-19 agenda item 1.13 on IMT. 


ESOA will also reply to this questionnaire taking into account the existing usage in 
some of those bands. ESOA will furthermore highlight during its response the 
importance of a sustainable and continued access due to the increasing use of Ka-band 
for broadband applications alongside existing and future Q/V band applications.  


Taking all these considerations into account, ESOA agrees with RSPG that a timeline 
should be defined for the availability of other bands (taking into account sharing and 
transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services including 
backhauling). 


 


 


5- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G 


shall be limited to the bands listed by WRC-15, in order to strengthen the global 
harmonisation opportunities. This work should focus on the frequency bands proposed 
by Europe, in particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. 
The RSPG intends to identify which one of these could be harmonised in Europe for 
early implementation. 


ESOA comment: ESOA agrees with this opinion expressed by RSPG. All the bands 


identified at WRC-15 for studies should be respected for international harmonisation. 
Prior to conference CEPT identified various bands and most of the bands were 
retained at WRC-15 for future studies. The band 31.8-33.4 GHz, was proposed by all 
the ITU Regions to the conference and showed the strongest support.  


                                                             
5
                http://www.cept.org/cept/start-page/questionnaire/?sqid=p63a6yg6hnt6edk3ftpr 
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Furthermore, the 31.8-33.4 GHz band offers the widest bandwidth on a globally 


harmonised level, suitable for offering attractive 5G services while having the least 


impact on other services. A focus on frequencies above 31GHz will thus aid and 


accelerate the collaborative and interoperability efforts between different 


technologies, capabilities and industries, and significantly reduce the risk of 


protracted spectrum discussions.  


The interest shown to the 31.8 – 33.4 GHz band is due to a number of advantages as an 


initial trial band, including:  


� It received support from all regions at WRC-15; 


� It is lightly used globally and therefore it has a higher chance than any other 


band to become a global harmonised band for mm-Wave; 


� There is potential for early availability of this frequency band; 


� With little use by incumbent services, the in-band co-existence studies are 


likely to be relatively straight forward and deployment of 5G systems would 


not be significantly constrained by sharing requirements.; 


� Up to 1.6 GHz of spectrum is available. 


 


Therefore, ESOA is of the opinion that the band 31.8-33.4 GHz should be treated as 
priority band with respect to others on the list of studies that facilitate global 
harmonisation. 


 


 


6- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement 


for European harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19. 


 


ESOA comment: ESOA agrees with this approach and RSPG should keep under 


review any requirement needed for European harmonisation measures in bands above 
24 GHz before WRC-19. See answers given above. 


 


 


7- RSPG Opinion: The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the 


implementation of this opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work 
programme, in particular the working groups on IoT and ITS. 


 


ESOA comment: ESOA welcomes the RSPG view for the preparation of a 


supplementary opinion on those highly important topics since both IoT and ITS (one of 
the important vertical sectors) has been receiving a lot of attention for 5G 
deployment.  In addition, the ongoing EU 5G Action plan considered 4 important 
vertical sectors (one of them is ITS).  
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It should be noted that the IoT is likely to be a significant driver of growth in satellite 
spectrum use.  The IoT is a very wide field with many facets - in certain cases, 
satellites are the ideal mode of communication, in particular in locations not easily 
served by terrestrial networks.  One clear example is the connected car where 
providing software updates to millions of cars around the globe can only be efficiently 
achieved via satellite.  It may be noted that that satellite systems already provide the 
IoT with M2M services notably for SCADA applications e.g. oil & gas; electricity 
generation & distribution; or petrol stations and ATMs outside urban areas. As 
technology develops further, ESOA sees the IoT as a key driver to increased spectrum 
use by satellites, also in the areas of military, transportation (e.g. dispatch, fuel, 
emergency, geo-positioning) & cargo (freight by all transport means). 


 


 


___________________________________ 


 


 


 


 





















 


Orange response to the Public 
consultation on the draft RSPG Opinion 
on spectrum related aspects for next-
generation wireless systems (5G) 


 


Orange welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on the draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum 


related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G). Establishing a clear roadmap on spectrum 


aspects is an essential step towards the timely development of the 5G ecosystem in the beginning of 


the next decade. 


This work is equally important in global context. Japan, China and Korea already announced trials and 


pre-commercial deployments in the next 2 years, while the US regulator FCC recently published a set 


of rules for wireless broadband operations in frequencies above 24GHz for the next mobile 


generation. 


We believe that in order to deliver ubiquitous 5G services the mobile operators will need to able to 


access spectrum resources with different characteristics: 


 


Spectrum below 6GHz 


The low frequency bands will prove crucial for the first waves of 5G deployment, as they represent 


the main tool for covering large areas and improve the indoor penetration.  


We agree with the view shared in this document that bands below 1GHz (in particular the 700MHz 


band) as well as the 3.4-3.8GHz band can become the 5G pioneer bands. In this regard, we consider 


that making both bands available across the whole Europe by 2020 will prove critical for the early 


adoption of 5G.  


The current efforts from the EC for implementing a common roadmap for all Member States in 


relationship with the 700MHz band represent an important step towards the homogenous 


connected continent. We are welcoming the plan to set the 2020 as a deadline for making the band 


available, as it is compatible with the 5G roadmap. However, we consider that by introducing a two 


years derogation, Europe will risk repeating the mistakes associated with the award of the first Digital 


Dividend for which eleven administrations requested derogations that spanned up to three years. 


The IMT identification of the 600MHz band in Northern America and parts of Asia, as well as the 


interest expressed by several European administrations during WRC-15, reveal a potential for 


harmonization for this band, or part of it. WRC-23 will prove as an opportunity for ITU-R to decide on 







 
the most efficient usage and to identify part of the band for IMT in Region 1. Therefore, Europe 


should consider a review of the sub-700 MHz band ahead of WRC-23. 


The 3.8-4.2GHz band also raised a particular interest during the previous preparatory cycle and 


conference from some European and Asian administration. The large quantity of available spectrum 


as well as the proximity with the 3.4-3.8GHz range will make this band very interesting for 5G in the 


next decade. 


In conclusion, we believe that the sub-700MHz and the 3.8-4.2GHz bands have also potential of 


becoming 5G bands and therefore should be studied. 


 


Spectrum above 6GHz 


Large bandwidth spectrum above 6GHz will be necessary to support very high data rates and short-


range mobile connectivity. We believe that during the preparatory work for WRC-19 the priority 


should be given to maximize the amount of spectrum allocated to IMT in these bands [under A.I. 


1.13] and at this point it is premature to exclude any of the bands. 


Outside the WRC-19 preparatory process, USA, Korea and Japan are studying the 28GHz band for 


5G/IMT-2020. In this regard we believe that special attention should be given to the study of the 


24.25-27.GHz and 31.8-33.4GHz bands as it could lead to synergies with the 28GHz band, by a 


potential tuning range mechanism. 


It should be noted that other bands, below 24 GHz, not listed under AI 1.13 are of interest for mobile 


industry and some Administrations. The bands such as 5.925-8.5 GHz, 10-10.6 GHz and 21.4-22 GHz 


present a strong potential for IMT, in particular for propagation reasons should also be studied as 


part of regional harmonization. 
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Reply from Finland to the public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related 
aspects for next-generations wireless systems (5G) 


Finland supports the draft opinion and sees the importance of this roadmap to facilitate the early 
launch of 5G services on a large scale in Europe by 2020. 


Finland agrees that the frequency band 3400-3800 MHz should be the primary band for the introduc-
tion of 5G use in Europe before year 2020. However Finland is of the opinion that the frequency band 
3800-4200 MHz should also be considered for 5G deployments allowing additional flexibility and pos-
sibilities for Member States. 


For nationwide networks and indoor coverage it is important that 5G will also be deployed in bands 
already harmonised for mobile networks below 1 GHz. We do not see the need to promote especially 
700 MHz frequency band for 5G, since Finland is already in the process to allow mobile broadband 
services in this band in the beginning of 2017.  


Additional flexibility for Member States should also be promoted by considering the use of lower UHF 
band 470-694 MHz for mobile networks based on the national demand. This use could provide addi-
tional platform to provide audiovisual media content to the end users. 


Based on the comments above, the proposed changes to initial Draft Opinion itself are shown with 
revision marks, see Annex. 


 
 
 
 


Mikael Nyberg 
Director-general 


 
 
 
   
 
   


   


   


Networks Department   
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  ANNEX 


 


2     The opinion of the RSPG on the strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe 
 
This roadmap has been developed to facilitate the launch of 5G on a large scale in Europe by 
2020. The goal is that the benefits of 5G-based services are available to all European citizens in a 
timely manner, driving industrial and societal transformation and economic growth in Europe from 
2020 and beyond. 


 
1.   The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the intro-


duction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this 
band is already harmonised for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 
MHz of continuous spectrum enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility 
to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G deployment. In addition the 3800-4200 MHz band 
should also be considered for 5G deployment. 
 


 
2.   The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already harmo-


nised for mobile networks  below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band in order to 
enable nationwide and indoor 5G coverage. At a later stage, also lower UHF band 470-694 
MHz should be considered for 5G. 


 


 








Strategic roadmap for the development of 5G networks in Europe 


RSPG Opinion on spectrum for next-generation wireless systems (5G) 


 


Contribution by the Ministry of Transport, Information Technology and Communications 


Republic of Bulgaria 


 


 


The development of a strategic roadmap for the development of 5G networks in Europe is a key 


step if we aim at coordinating the introduction of 5G services in Europe. The roadmap will 


provide sufficient predictability for Member States on the future use of radio spectrum. Based on 


the assumption that the spectrum is the basic, fundamental element of the digital market, in our 


view, setting specific deadlines for provision of spectrum for 5G networks in the EU will 


contribute to the development of the digital single market in Europe. 


 


The provided for public consultation RSPG document: RSPG Opinion on spectrum for next-


generation wireless systems (5G) has several elements that we consider important in preparing 


the strategic roadmap for the development of 5G networks in Europe. 


 


Primary we consider it is essential that 5G services are available for all EU citizens. Experience 


in the development of mobile networks shows that new services penetrate mainly in major cities 


and in areas with high population density. Most of the rural areas and areas with less population 


have no opportunity to use mobile digital services. In this connection, the provision of spectrum 


in the lower bands such as radio frequency band 700 MHz (694-790 MHz) and below 700 MHz 


(470-694 MHz) is very important. 


 


For the 700 MHz band use, there is a Commission Decision (EU) 2016/687 for the 


harmonization of the frequency band 694-790 MHz band for terrestrial systems capable of 


providing wireless broadband electronic communications services allowing flexibility at national 


level. The decision precisely defines frequency bands for mobile services and for use in 


accordance with national specifics. 


 


For the range below 700 MHz a Proposal for a Decision of the European Parliament and of the 


Council on the use of the 470-790 MHz frequency band in the Union provides considerable 


flexibility in the use, including broadcasting and shared use of spectrum according to currently 


negotiated draft provisions. We believe that in order to ensure the development of 5G services is 


important to identify specific requirements for use of the range. It will ensure the use of services 


on a primary basis and provide uniform rules for the Member States in shared wireless 


applications. We consider that giving too much flexibility, according to national characteristics, 


might result in significant differences between Member States and that might not contribute to 


the development of the single market in the field of radio spectrum. 


 


Another important issue is to ensure cross-border coordination. Bulgaria borders with three 


countries that are not EU members. We believe that cross-border coordination would facilitate 


the determination of frequency bands for 5G, which are set for global harmonization and 


consistent with the decisions of the ITU. This approach, besides facilitating the coordination, 


will help the industry due to the international character of the demand and supply of services. In 


this context, it is appropriate in the preparation of a strategic roadmap for the development of 5G 


networks in Europe to plan activities for the next World Radiocommunication Conference, 


which would result in well co-ordinated frequency allocations according to the policy guidelines 


for the use of radio spectrum in the EU. 
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Huawei response to the 
Radio Spectrum Policy Group public consultation:  


DRAFT RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects  
for next-generation wireless systems (5G) 


 
 
 
 


Summary 
 
Huawei welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on this very important consultation. 
 
In summary, our views are as follows:  
 


 Huawei considers the 3400–3800 MHz band to have the highest priority for the initial 
deployment of 5G in Europe, and for the cost-effective delivery of 5G services 
addressing all 5G usage scenarios1 for the benefit of European consumers. We also 
suggest that the 3800–4200 MHz band should be made available for 5G at a later stage. 


 


 Huawei notes the importance of the 700 MHz band (already harmonised for electronic 
communications services) in the pre-2020 deployment of LTE-A and LTE-A Pro 
technologies for wide area coverage mobile broadband and IoT applications in many 
European countries. We also expect the longer term use of the 700 MHz band for 
deployment of future releases of LTE for IMT2020 (5G), and of 5G New Radio. Such use 
may include provision of a wide area coverage sub-1GHz control plane anchor to assist 
5G New Radio operation at higher frequencies.  
 


 Huawei would welcome a RSPG Opinion in 2016 on pioneer 5G bands below 6 GHz in 
Europe. 


 


 Huawei believes the 24.25–27.5 GHz band should be the pioneer 5G band above 6 GHz 
in Europe, subject to European harmonisation measures, and as a complement to the 
3400–3800 MHz band.  
 


 The 24.25–27.5 GHz band would benefit from a common tuning range with the 28 GHz 
band, would provide a substantial amount of bandwidth with good coverage/capacity 
characteristics, and importantly, would offer the greatest potential for global 
harmonisation. 
 


 Huawei supports the 37–43.5 GHz band as a complement to the 24.25–27.5 GHz band 
for inclusion in further European harmonisation measures (recognising that some issues 
would need to be addressed in the 37–40.5 portion). 
 
 
 


                                                      
1
 eMBB: enhanced Mobile Broadband, mMTC: massive Machine Type Communications, URLLC: Ultra-Reliable 


and Low-latency Communications, as defined in ITU-R WP-5D M.2083, IMT-2020 Vision. 
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 Huawei considers that the 31.8–33.4 GHz band faces certain issues as a candidate for 
5G due to the limited amount of potentially available bandwidth (1.6 GHz), difficulties of 
global harmonisation, and requirement for compatibility with immediately adjacent 
passive bands. 


 


 Huawei cautions against any pre-mature decisions in 2016 in identifying a suitable 
European pioneer 5G band above 6 GHz. Europe should take sufficient time to assess 
the different options, accounting for developments that are ongoing outside of Europe to 
ensure the greatest possible global harmonization. We consider that the timelines set out 
in the RSPG work programme are appropriate for this purpose, with a stable RSPG 
Opinion on the pioneer 5G band in Europe in the second half of 2017. 
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The opinion of the RSPG on the strategic roadmap  
towards 5G for Europe  
 


 


1.  The RSPG considers the 3400–3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the 
introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is already 
harmonised for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum 
enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility to put Europe at the 
forefront of the 5G deployment.  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion.  
 
We consider the 3400–3800 MHz band to have the highest priority for the initial deployment 
of 5G in Europe. We expect this availability to be extended to 3800–4200 MHz as a second 
step. 
 
We consider the band 3400–4200 MHz to be a key element in the development of 5G, and 
for the support of wide area coverage enhanced mobile broadband, massive machine type 
communications and of critical and real time communications for high reliability or extremely 
low latency applications.  
 
We consider the availability of 800 MHz of contiguous spectrum to be an important element 
for the establishment of the highest performing 5G networks in a multi-operator environment 
globally, both in terms of the development of a vibrant device eco-system, and in terms of 
facilitating the evolution of mobile networks from existing 4G technologies to new air 
interfaces, with the possibility of making 5G available to European citizens cost effectively. 
 
 


2.  The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already 
harmonised below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable 
nationwide and indoor 5G coverage.  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion, but with some caveats.  
 
We note that the 700 MHz band has been auctioned in Germany and France recently, and 
further auctions will take place in European countries in the coming months. We expect roll-
outs of 4G (LTE-A) to take place in several European countries well before 2020. We also 
note that the 700 MHz band is emerging as an important band for IoT applications and M2M 
communications based on LTE-A evolution (i.e., LTE-A Pro).  
 
Huawei encourages efforts from Member States to ensure the early availability of 700 MHz 
for 4G (LTE-A) systems in a coordinated manner across Europe. 
 
Looking ahead to the future, the 700 MHz band can also be used for the deployment of later 
releases of LTE which will be approved by 3GPP as part of 3GPP IMT-2020 (5G) 
submissions to the ITU-R, as well as for 5G New Radio.  
 
With its nearly global footprint, the 700 MHz band can provide (again via later releases of 
LTE or low-frequency 5G New Radio) a sub-1GHz anchor for the 5G control plane in order 
to assist the operation of 5G New Radio at higher frequencies.  
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Furthermore, Huawei considers sub-700MHz as a 5G candidate band in the longer term. We 
believe that Europe should take into account the deployments at sub-700MHz in other 
Regions in developing its long-term strategy for the use of UHF. 
  


 


3.  The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and regulatory 
conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion.  
 
We consider that technology and service neutrality are important cornerstones of 
progressive spectrum regulation; the market is best placed to decide on the most 
appropriate technology and service in any band. As such, we consider that all bands that are 
already harmonised for electronic communications services should be available for use by all 
5G applications, and subject to technical conditions that are least restrictive. 
 
With specific reference to the 3400–3800 MHz band, current assignments of spectrum 
usage rights across Europe are far from allowing wide contiguous channels (i.e., larger than 
40 MHz) in the great majority of European countries. This fact does not align well with the 
standardization efforts in 3GPP aiming at 5G channel bandwidths of 80 MHz and beyond. 
CEPT, BEREC, RSPG, and EC should encourage actions at national level that will alleviate 
such fragmentation issues in this frequency range and elsewhere. We acknowledge that the 
situation becomes more involved with the existence of incumbents.  
 
In order to address this situation, European regulators should take necessary actions, for 
example, by considering 3400–3800 MHz as a whole rather than two separate bands 
(namely 3400–3600 and 3600–3800 MHz), and by sharing best practices on auctioning the 
3400–3800 MHz band and on approaches to manage the incumbents.  
 
Furthermore, we support CEPT to undertake activities that will assess the suitability for 5G 
of the existing least restrictive technical conditions which were originally defined for 4G. 
 


 


  4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are of 
potential interest for 5G in Europe:  


 


 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest 
opportunity a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this RSPG 
members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved in 
enabling access to each candidate band in their country.  


 In this regard the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for 
developing 5G.  


 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account 
sharing and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services 
(including backhauling).  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion, with some caveats.  
 
We would welcome a RSPG Opinion in 2016 on 5G pioneer bands below 6 GHz for Europe. 
However, we consider that a RSPG opinion in 2016 for a 5G pioneer band above 6 GHz 
might be pre-mature.  
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We consider that there is no need to rush to an opinion in 2016 given that  
 


a) we see that the initial focus of the market will be on spectrum below 6 GHz, 


b) 3GPP has only just begun its 5G study items, with the first 5G release expected 
towards the end of 2017, 


c) there is still some lack of information on incumbent use of the candidate bands, and 
we expect meaningful sharing studies to begin in earnest at CEPT only in 2017, and 


d) an early decision in Europe may risk a sub-optimal outcome in the context of global 
harmonisation and fragmentation; a risk which could be mitigated by discussions with 
some of the key countries in other Regions.   


 
We consider that the dates set out by the RSPG in its work programme for the identification 
of appropriate frequency bands for 5G in Europe to be appropriate; that is to say, an interim 
Opinion by Feb-2017, a draft Opinion by Nov-2017, and a final Opinion by Feb-2018. 


 
We believe it is critically important to achieve at least multi-regional harmonisation of the 5G 
bands and to avoid global fragmentation. We consider that this can best be achieved by a 
considered analysis of the options as outlined in the RSPG and CEPT work programmes, 
with a stable position in the second half of 2017. 
 
 


5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to 
the bands listed by WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global harmonisation opportunities. 
This work should focus on the frequency bands proposed by Europe, in particular the 
bands 24.5–27.5 GHz, 31.8–33.4 GHz and 40.5–43.5 GHz. The RSPG intends to identify 
which one of these could be harmonised in Europe for early implementation.  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion, with some caveats.  
 


We consider that the bands 24.25–27.5 and 37–40.5/40.5–43.5 GHz can be the most 


important bands above 6 GHz for 5G globally.  
 
Specifically, we consider that the band 24.25–27.5 GHz can be made available for 5G in 
Europe in the short term, and  
 


 can provide significant amounts of bandwidth, and good coverage/capacity, 


 would benefit from economies of scale due to a common tuning range with the 
adjacent 28 GHz, and 


 offers a high potential for global harmonisation considering initial views  
from other Regions. 


 
As such, we would welcome the selection of 24.25–27.5 GHz as the candidate for a first 
phase of EU harmonisation measures on 5G spectrum, complementing 3400–3800 MHz.  
 
According to preliminary analysis of available information on incumbents at 24.25–27.5 GHz, 
Huawei believes that the band has high potential to also accommodate 5G. We expect that 
this will be confirmed through compatibility studies based on the information provided by 
administrations and industry in response to the CEPT Questionnaire2. 


                                                      
2
 http://www.cept.org/cept/start-page/questionnaire/?sqid=p63a6yg6hnt6edk3ftpr 



http://www.cept.org/cept/start-page/questionnaire/?sqid=p63a6yg6hnt6edk3ftpr
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In addition, we recommend that Europe could also consider further future harmonisation 
measures for 37–40.5/40.5–43.5 GHz as a complement to 24.25–27.5 GHz (recognising that 
some issues would need to be addressed in the 37–40.5 portion). 
 
Finally, we consider that the band 31.8–33.4 GHz faces certain issues as a candidate 5G 
band. This is because 
 


 the maximum amount of potentially available bandwidth is limited (only 1.6 GHz), 


 the actual usable bandwidth might be further limited by the requirement to protect 
passive services in the immediately adjacent 31.3–31.8 GHz band, and 


 importantly, it is problematic in terms of global harmonisation.  


 


 


6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European 
harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion.  
 
We consider that it might be helpful for Europe to take part in WRC-19 from a position of 
global leadership, having already established harmonisation measures in the form of 
Commission and ECC Decisions on a pioneer 5G band in Europe. 
 
 


7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the implementation of this 
opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work programme, in particular the 
working groups on IoT and ITS.  


 
Huawei agrees with the RSPG’s opinion.  
 
We consider that given the importance of 5G in supporting enhanced machine type 
communications and ultra-reliable low-latency communications, 5G spectrum availability 
should be addressed holistically, and through consideration of IoT and ITS. 
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Radio Spectrum Policy Group – Secretariat 
DG CNECT B4: Spectrum – Office: BU33 7/065 
European Commission, B-1049 Bruxelles, Belgium 


By e-mail (CNECT-RSPG@ec.europa.eu) 
 


Comments on behalf of Associazione Italiana Interne t Providers (“AIIP”) on the 
“ DRAFT RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless 
systems (5G)” 1 


AIIP is an association representing more than 50 SMEs acting as electronic 
communications operators in Italy which provide broadband (BB) and ultra-broadband 
(UBB) access services to the public through their own access networks, both fixed (with 
FTTx and xDSL technologies) and fixed wireless. 


It is noteworthy that many associates have overcome digital divide in many Italian 
distressed and rural areas by providing BB and UBB access through their own proprietary 
wireless access networks (usually through shared access frequencies such as Wi-Fi and 
Hyperlan, or Wi-Max)  which were realized without any state aid in a fully competitive 
regime. 


For this reasons AIIP wishes to provide the following comments on the above DRAFT 
RSPG Opinion aimed at providing a strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe for 
maximizing both fixed and mobile operators access to such frequencies, by establishing a 
balanced regulation as to: spectrum sharing, usage and license conditions, incentive 
regulation, convergence of networks and services and technological neutrality.   


As an evolution of 4G, expected to be implemented and effective in 2020, 5G goals should 
be: to develop enhanced broadband communications, machine to machine (M2M) 
communications, more environmental friendly communications (by reducing the energy 
consumption). 


The all of the above, at the lowest possible cost for consumers. 


a) Need for more coordination in standardization 


In order to achieve the above goals with the lowest possible cost for consumers, AIIP  
stresses the need to achieve that the largest economies of scale also by better 
coordination in standardization between the EU and US “blocks”, which are now 
proceeding in absolute autonomy (see as to US block:   3GPP last workshop on 5G held in 
Phoenix (AZ), USA, on September 18-19, 2015, “RAN 5G Workshop - The Start of 
Something”)2. 


                                                        
1
 Deadline expiring on Sunday 31 July shall be deemed to be extended to the first subsequent working day. 


2 Which aimed at focusing on possible applications of 5G as well as to defining specific standards. The following were the high 


level use cases highlighted for  5G: 


• Enhanced Mobile Broadband 
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AIIP appreciated that at EU level this worry is also perceived, as per the following 5g-PPP 
statement: “There is a shared awareness that the development of new communication 
networks is dependent on the emergence of globally accepted standards in order to 
ensure interoperability, economies of scale with affordable cost for system deployment and 
end users. The 5G-PPP aims to have European industry driving the development of 5G 
standards and to develop and exploit at least 20% of the 5G SEP (standards essential 
patents)”3. 


b) Need for prompt and detailed harmonization at EU level 


The “Internet of things” will only be achieved if at EU level a prompt harmonization of the 
frequencies bandwidth is established, as well a detailed description of their intended use, 
for each oh the different ranges of frequencies to be enhanced to 5G (i.e., 700  MHz, 
3400-3800 MHz and above 24 GHz). 


c) Need to ensure convergence of networks and services and technological 
neutrality, also through wholesale only models as well as by adequate shared 
access to frequencies. 


AIIP wishes to stress that the frequencies to be enhanced to 5G should be granted to both 
fixed (FWA) and mobile operators on an equal and non discriminatory basis and without 
favoring either of them.  Of course current needs and applications should be taken in the 
utmost account.   


Instead, AIIP perceives that access to 5G might be restricted mainly, if not exclusively at 
all, to MNOs and  that FWA providers might be excluded, and their investments would be 
vanished, although they have been very active in providing UBB services in distressed and 
rural areas at their  own costs and without any public aid.  


In this regard, AIIP appreciates much the 5G-PPP statement that “The shared vision is that 
5G is not just another generation of mobile networks.  It is a new network concept that 
enables the integration of a ubiquitous access continuum composed of cooperative, 
cognitive fixed and heterogeneous wireless resources, with fixed optical access reaching 
at least the 10 Gb/s range, while implementing new functionalities that allow simplified and 
unified control.”4 


AIIP stresses that convergence and competition should  be ensured by favoring the 
emerging of a “wholesale-only model” for 5G, as  “in particular in challenging areas where 
only one network could be rolled out even under favourable conditions”  “additional 
incentives [should be given]  for operators to deploy wholesale-only models where the 
business case of network owner is to sell capacity to as many retail providers as possible”, 


                                                                                                                                                                                        
• new radio access technology as part of 5G, supported by the need for LTE-Advanced evolution in parallel 


• Massive Machine Type Communications 


• Ultra-reliable and Low Latency Communications 
The Workshop Summary stressed the need for “forward compatibility to be a design requirement for the new radio from the get-


go” with the Study to “include careful investigation of design options to ensure forward compatibility for all use cases.” 
3
  


4
 https://5g-ppp.eu/coverage-plans/ 
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being in such cases such wholesale
integrated ones. 


Finally, it is necessary to grant a more flexible access and use of spectrum, especially 
appropriate in the future 5G environment, by way of promoting greater use of general 
authorizations and of measures such as spectrum sharin
at ensuring an efficient use of 5G spectrum.


In this regard, AIIP points out that 
ensure satisfaction of the new concept of Universal Service Obligation, which also includ
the provision of affordable and widely spread Ultra Broadband Access services at fixed 
locations. 


 


Kindest regards, 


 


Renato Brunetti  


Presidente AIIP 
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being in such cases such wholesale-only SMP networks, are more desirable over 


Finally, it is necessary to grant a more flexible access and use of spectrum, especially 
appropriate in the future 5G environment, by way of promoting greater use of general 
authorizations and of measures such as spectrum sharing and adequate provisions aimed 
at ensuring an efficient use of 5G spectrum. 


In this regard, AIIP points out that shared access to 5G frequencies is also necessary to 
ensure satisfaction of the new concept of Universal Service Obligation, which also includ
the provision of affordable and widely spread Ultra Broadband Access services at fixed 
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ETNO Response to the RSPG consultation on “spectrum related aspects for 
next-generation wireless systems (5G)” 
 
 
ETNO welcomes the RSPG opinion on the strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe. The 
establishment of a strategic roadmap towards 5G should go beyond 2020, and should not only 
aim at facilitating the launch of 5G on a large scale by 2020, but also at enabling European 
industrial and societal transformation and economic growth from 2020 onwards. 
 
ETNO believes that for 5G to succeed it is crucial to enable harmonized licensing of frequency 
bands below 6 GHz where a mobile ecosystem exists or could easily develop, but which are not 
yet licensed for mobile in all EU countries. For example the 700 MHz, 1400 MHz (including the 
extensions agreed at WRC-15), 2300 MHz, and 3400-3800 MHz frequency bands should be made 
available in as many Member States as possible by 2020, preferably on an exclusive basis.  
 
In addition, a long-term spectrum strategy on enabling new frequency bands is needed. The 
possibility to enable spectrum for mobile both in several higher-frequency bands, and also in 
lower-frequency bands such as 470-694 MHz and 3800-4200 MHz should be explored. Sufficient 
amount of new spectrum has to be available by the 5G launch date in order to enable Europeans 
to be among the early adopters of 5G. To support various use cases of 5G, new spectrum in both 
high and low frequency is needed and a technology- and service-neutral approach will enable 
existing and new bands to support delivery of 5G services. 
 
More specifically:  
 


 ETNO agrees that the 3400-3800 MHz band is one of the primary bands suitable for the 
introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020. However, the expansion of this band 
up to 4.2 GHz for 5G purposes should be considered.  


 


 ETNO agrees that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already harmonised below 1 
GHz, however, as well as in the 700MHz band mentioned in the opinion. The sub-700 MHz 
band should also play a key role in the 5G roadmap.  


 


 While frequencies such as 3400-3800 MHz and 700 MHz may enable the early use cases 
of 5G services, they will not be able to target the ultimate double digit Gbit/s data rates 
of mature 5G systems that require access to higher bandwidths, even higher than what 
the abovementioned bands offer. 


 


 ETNO agrees that all the technical and regulatory conditions for the bands already 
harmonized for mobile networks must fit for 5G use, as technology neutrality enables the 
most efficient use of existing bands within existing licenses. Thus, ETNO is of view that the 
least restrictive technical conditions should be reviewed and revised as required to fit for 
5G use. However, these bands are heavily used for the provision of mobile broadband 
services and therefore not available for initial 5G deployments. 
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 ETNO would like to stress that, in addition to RSPG reviewing whether there is any 
requirement for European harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-
19, further spectrum needs and possibilities should be identified in order to be proposed 
as bands to be studied under the WRC-23 agenda. Additional lower and higher frequency 
bands will be needed over time and only some of these bands are currently addressed by 
the WRC-19. The frequency bands between 4GHz and 24GHz, not listed under WRC-19 
agenda item 1.13, are also of interest for the mobile industry.  


 


Further to the identification of appropriate spectrum bands for the deployment of 5G, ETNO 
believes that the duration of licenses, the deadlines for repurposing of the spectrum and the – 
non excessive –  spectrum fees should be consistent between Member States.  This would provide 
the necessary harmonization and predictability of spectrum policy across Member States that 
would encourage investments needed for 5G.  
 


 


--- 


 
ETNO (European Telecommunications Network Operators' Association) represents Europe’s 


telecommunications network operators and is the principal policy group for European e-


communications network operators. ETNO’s primary purpose is to promote a positive policy 


environment allowing the EU telecommunications sector to deliver best quality services to consumers 


and businesses.  


 


For questions and clarifications regarding this position paper, please contact Francesco Versace, 


Director of Regulatory Affairs:  versace@etno.eu 
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Response to the Public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects 
for next‐generation wireless systems (5G). 


 


 


Dear Sirs, 


Please find enclosed a response to the consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related 
aspects for next‐generation wireless systems (5G) from Broadcast Networks Europe (BNE). 


 


Yours sincerely 


 


 


Lars Backlund 
Secretary General, Broadcast Networks Europe 


E‐mail:  lars.backlund@broadcast‐networks.eu  


Mobile:  +46 708 742123 
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Broadcast Networks Europe (BNE) welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback on the Draft RSPG 
Opinion  on  spectrum  related  aspects  for  next  generation  wireless  systems  (5G)  and  express  its 
availability to collaborate and discuss with RSPG on all related issues. 


While it should be noted that no clear definition of 5G has been yet provided, BNE recognises the logic 
behind the strategic approach put forward by the RSPG for 5G in Europe which consists: 


‐ on the one hand to consider bands already allocated to wireless broadband for timely roll‐out, 


and among them the latest allocated frequency bands by  WRC‐15 (700MHz band and 3.4‐3.8 


GHz Band); 


‐ on the other hand to consider the new bands above 6 GHz which were listed by WRC‐15 in order 


to facilitate global harmonisation. 


Regarding  item 2 of  the Opinion on  the  solutions  to provide nationwide and  indoor  coverage with 
spectrum below 1 GHz, BNE makes the following comments:  


 BNE emphasizes that the band 470‐694 MHz is not to be considered in any respect for 5G, even 


for the long term. There is now a consensus that the 470‐694 MHz band is the core band for 


terrestrial  broadcasting  services  in  Europe  and  in  the  world,  and  will  remain  so  for  the 


foreseeable future, as decided upon at WRC‐15 and set out in the RSPG Opinion on the future 


of the UHF Band and in the report by Pascal Lamy.  


 BNE supports the RSPG strategy which is focused on bands already or about to be harmonised. 


 According to the RSPG Opinion on the implementation of the current RSPP and its revision to 


address the next period1, this approach could make use of up to 210 MHz of spectrum below 


1 GHz that will become available in 2020 ‐ and in 2022 in some countries ‐, which is as much or 


more  than existing and  foreseen  low band spectrum  in  the USA, Australia,  Japan and South 


Korea. 


 BNE understands that in some countries initial roll out for networks at 700 MHz will be based 


on 4G technology and that the 800 and 900 MHz bands are heavily used  for 2G, 3G and 4G 


networks.  This may  pose  a  challenge  for  the mobile  sector  in  the  introduction  of  a  new 


technology,  but  it  is  impossible  and  unreasonable  to motivate  from  an  efficient  spectrum 


management  standpoint  that  in  a  single  country  2G,  3G,  4G  and  5G  networks  should  be 


operated simultaneously for the sake of providing coverage to each existing legacy network as 


well as new networks based on new  technologies. At WRC‐15 a decision was also  taken  to 


review how efficiently spectrum is used in the whole UHF band at a later conference. 


Regarding  item 3 of the Opinion, BNE supports the opinion of the RSPG which  is stating the need to 
ensure that technical and regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks 
are fit for 5G use. BNE understands that this will include protection of services in adjacent bands. For 
instance, BNE emphasizes that the compatibility studies between DTT and MFCN in the 700MHz band 
were conducted based on the technical characteristics of DTT and LTE. In the case where 5G below 1 
GHz would be based on a new radio interface and/or revised band plans, compatibility studies should 
be reviewed in order to guarantee the protection of broadcasting services in the adjacent bands. 


                                                            


1 RSPG16‐006, February 2016‐ see Table 1 page 70 
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BT/EE welcomes the opportunity to review and comment on the RSPG’s Draft Opinion paper on the 
spectrum related aspects for 5G (the “Consultation”).  
 
We consider this to be a useful starting point in developing Europe’s spectrum policy strategy 
regarding 5G. In particular BT/EE supports the RSPG’s opinion on the strategic roadmap towards 5G 
in Europe, as set out in the Consultation. In particular we fully support the need for existing mobile 
spectrum to be licensed in a technology neutral way that will allow use by 5G technologies and 
consider that new bands that are yet to be awarded should be released as “5G ready”.   
 
We encourage the RSPG to take its proposals forward as drafted, whilst continuing to engage with 
Stakeholders as they develop. 
 
We look forward to contributing to the development of these proposals in more detail over the 
coming year. 
 


END 








 
 


 
 
 
 


GSA1 Response to “Public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on 
spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)” 


 
 
GSA welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on the “DRAFT RSPG Opinion on spectrum 
related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)”, part of the “STRATEGIC ROADMAP 
TOWARDS 5G FOR EUROPE”. 


GSA appreciates the effort of RSPG to enable a timely deployment of 5G in Europe, in particular a 
large-scale launch by 2020, by ensuring availability of the required spectrum in different frequency 
ranges to meet the diverse 5G requirements.  
 


GSA has reviewed the seven items in Section 2, “The opinion of the RSPG on the strategic roadmap 
towards 5G for Europe”, and would like to provide the following views on the six first of those items.  


1) GSA agrees that the frequency range 3.4-3.8 GHz is important for 5G and that it can enable 
early deployment of 5G in Europe. However, this should not reduce other initiatives to secure 
access to additional bands suitable for 5G in bands above 6 GHz, for very high bitrates, and 
indeed other bands below 6 GHz. There is no single 5G band solution that will address all 
5G services and applications regarding bandwidth, latency and coverage requirements.  


The 3.4-3.8 GHz range could provide both good coverage and considerably wider 
bandwidths than currently available for mobile broadband services; in the order of hundreds 
of MHz rather than tens of MHz. The propagation characteristics together with the expected 
performance of 5G networks will allow macro base station deployments with good coverage, 
and also provide opportunities for indoor coverage in many cases. In addition it will be 
possible to re-use existing sites to a large extent. It is expected that this band will provide a 
considerably enhanced user experience compared to other current IMT frequency bands, 
although even larger bandwidths will be required to provide the extremely high bitrates of 5G.  


From a harmonization perspective, GSA observes that several countries, such as China and 
Japan have expressed a strong interest in this frequency band. GSA notes that in order to 
reap the full benefits of this frequency band, considerable efforts will be necessary in the 


                                                           
1
 The GSA (Global mobile Suppliers Association) develops strategies and plans, and contributes studies and 


technical analysis to international, regional and individual country policy-makers and regulators to facilitate the 
timely availability of spectrum for use by mobile network operators. GSA has a focus group for spectrum topics 
for technical and regulatory matters of radio spectrum pertaining to the successful evolution of International 
Mobile Telecommunication (IMT) and associated radiocommunication systems and comprises a team made 
up of spectrum and regulatory affairs specialists from GSA Executive Member and GSA Member companies. 
The GSA Spectrum Group is participating in the study work leading up the World Radiocommunication 
Conference meeting in 2019 (WRC-19). In addition GSA reports regularly on global spectrum harmonisation 
efforts and developments including auctions, assignments, allocations, and re-farming activities. 


 







coming years to ensure that it does not suffer from the current situation of fragmentation due 
to the diverse use by other services in different countries. Furthermore, it is the view of GSA 
that for the long term perspective serious consideration should also be given to the 3.8-4.2 
GHz range, as a possible extension band to 3.4-3.8 GHz. 


2) GSA agrees with RSPG on the importance of spectrum below 1 GHz in order to provide 
sufficient coverage for indoor and outdoor users, and for certain 5G services (mMTC and 
URLLC applications). Also, Pascal Lamy (Chairman of high-level group on future use of the 
470-790 MHz frequency band) in his report to EC recommended a "flexibility option" 
involving studying scenarios that allow spectrum in the sub-700 MHz frequency band to be 
used for downlink-only electronic communications services in cases where there is no or 
declining demand for terrestrial broadcasting television services at national level. In that 
sense, the 700 MHz band may be useful for 5G deployment, to the extent that 4G has not 
already been deployed in that band by 2020. It should be noted though that in this frequency 
band the bandwidth is more constrained compared to higher frequency ranges, which 
supports the need for access to other spectrum e.g. 3.4-3.8 GHz and 3.8-4.2 GHz as 
discussed above, and spectrum above 6 GHz for higher bitrates.  


3) GSA supports the proposal of RSPG to ensure that “technical and regulatory conditions for 
all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.”  


GSA supports a flexible approach enabling technical and regulatory conditions to adapt to 
market needs for existing bands already harmonised for Mobile and suitable for future 5G 
deployments. In this regard, existing least restrictive technical conditions (channelling 
arrangements and Block Edge Masks) should be reviewed and revised as required to 
facilitate 5G usage. We believe that the Mobile Operators are best positioned to determine 
when 5G should or could be deployed in existing harmonised frequency bands and that the 
timescales for such a transition should not be mandated at a European level by the 
European Commission.  


It is also our view however, that frequency bands already harmonised and licensed for 
2G/3G/4G may not be the primary bands for deployment of 5G as their availability will vary 
greatly depending on country specific circumstances. Furthermore these bands are not 
expected to provide any considerable access to spectrum in the timeframe relevant for early 
5G deployment. GSA thus again stresses the need for the timely availability of frequency 
ranges such as 3.4-3.8 GHz (also possibly 3.8-4.2 GHz) plus bands above 6 GHz.  


4) GSA shares the view that timely prioritization of bands above 24 GHz will be valuable to the 
mobile industry in its effort to provide 5G equipment according to the 2020 timescale. In 
addition, global or regional harmonisation will be beneficial to enable economy-of-scale.  


There are many frequency bands above 24 GHz that are of potential interest for 5G, and 
GSA is aware of developments related to the 28 GHz band in US and Korea (with similar 
considerations taking place in Japan and China). With Europe aiming to achieve 5G 
leadership it is important to take into account these early adopters since one of the 
candidates for early deployment in Europe, 24.25-27.5 GHz, is directly adjacent to the 28 
GHz band. For the case of Korea, the European candidate band 24.25-27.5 GHz even 
overlaps by 1 GHz, as Korea is planning trials for the 2018 Olympics in the 26.5-29.5 GHz 
range. 


It should be noted however that harmonisation does not necessarily require using the same 
frequency band in different regions. The industry is currently investigating the possibility for 
“tuning range” implementations where adjacent bands, such as 24.25-27.5 GHz and 27.5-
29.5 GHz, can be supported by the same equipment. Such capabilities may enable 
harmonised implementation solutions even when the incumbent situation varies considerably 
from one country to another.  


It is important to note that one of the other candidate bands, 31.8-33.4 GHz, is not 
immediately adjacent to the 28 GHz band and faces 800 MHz of passive service spectrum 







with stringent protection requirements in-between, thus significantly limiting opportunities for 
tuning-range implementations.  


In addition, this means that the momentum for certain bands in other countries/regions may 
be used as leverage for bands suitable for Europe, to enable sufficient ecosystem and 
economies of scale. 


Frequency bands that are adjacent to one another can be leveraged for inclusion in a single 
product design even if they are not all available in a single geography. Finding frequency 
ranges which are available in major markets, or where the available frequency bands are 
close enough to be supported within a single device, i.e. “globally harmonised,” is critical to 
achieving the economies of scale necessary to support the business case for both 
manufacturers and operators as well as providing affordability for consumers. Global 
harmonisation creates commonalities in regulatory requirements and technical specifications 
by reducing the cost and complexity of implementing and enabling 5G technologies. 


When considering frequency bands and ranges within the European and ITU processes GSA 
invites European regulators and policy makers to take into consideration realistic tuning 
ranges and adjacencies of frequency bands.  


5) GSA wishes to express some concerns if the search for 5G spectrum above 24 GHz was 
limited to the frequency bands listed for Agenda Item 1.13 for WRC-19 without taking into 
account developments in countries outside of Europe in some adjacent bands. While Agenda 
Item 1.13 contains a fairly comprehensive list of bands it should be noted that several other 
countries outside Europe are moving forward with the 28 GHz band which may not be 
suitable for Europe for the time being. Nevertheless, usage of the 28 GHz band in other 
regions may still provide benefits to Europe as indicated previously. This is especially 
relevant in relation to “tuning ranges” with a view to global implementation harmonisation via 
single device spanning multiple bands to provide economies of scale as explained in 
particular for the 24.25-27.5 GHz band. 


Regarding the three frequency bands proposed by RSPG, 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz 
and 40.5-43.5 GHz, GSA notes that whereas 31.8-33.4 GHz may be an attractive alternative 
for some countries based on the limited usage of incumbents, it could pose challenges to the 
equipment design due to the passive services below 31.8 GHz that may also limit the 
usability of 5G. These matters, as well as the bandwidth that can be provided by the different 
frequency ranges, need to be understood in greater detail before decisions are taken.  


Furthermore, the 37-43.5 GHz band presents an opportunity for global harmonisation and 
possible implementation via the use of a tuning range. In Europe, some parts, e.g. the 40.5-
43.5 GHz band, are not extensively used by incumbents and can provide large additional 5G 
capacity in subsequent upgrade steps to 5G networks as more and more services will be put 
onto these networks. 


6) It is the view of GSA that for frequency bands intended for early 5G deployment there will be 
a need to define Least Restrictive Technical Conditions (LTRCs) before WRC-19 in order to 
provide sufficient information to the mobile industry for standardisation and design of base 
station and terminal equipment. Ideally, such information should be available by 2018.  


 
GSA welcomes further engagement of RSPG in making 5G spectrum available timely and offers 
their support.  
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Deutsche Telekom Comments on the  
Draft RSPG Opinion on 


Spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G) 
 
 
Deutsche Telekom (DT) highly appreciates the opportunity to comment on the draft 
RSPG opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)  
(RSPG16-031final).  
 


Strategic Roadmap towards 5G for Europe 


 
DT supports the overall target to develop a strategic roadmap towards 5G to make  
5G-based services available to all European citizens in a timely manner. DT would like to 
emphasize the idea of 5G being designed as a “system-of-systems” and making use of 
already established technologies but under a new orchestration. Therefore DT proposes 
to add the following text at the end of the introductory paragraph (page2):  
 
“One important element for 5G-services will be the availability of mobile access. The 5G 
mobile access will be composed of multiple air interfaces, which include evolved legacy 
technology such as e.g. Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) as well as new air interface 
variants, which may be tailored to particular services or frequency bands. So the deployment 
of a dedicated 5G-service  does not necessarily imply the introduction of a new air interface.” 
 
 


1. The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the 
introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is already 
harmonized for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous 
spectrum enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility to put 
Europe at the forefront of the 5G deployment.  
 
In principle DT agrees the 3400-3800 MHz band is suitable for initial and long term 5G-
service deployments. However, DT is of the view that this frequency range should be 
extended up to 4200 MHz.  The entire range 3400-4200 MHz would allow for the high 
data rates which are expected to be essential for 5G-services. With a contiguous 
bandwidth of then 800 MHz this range could become a key band for the introduction of a 
new air interface.  
 
DT asks RSPG to also support the consideration of the band 3800-4200 MHz as a 
candidate for 5G although not being listed in agenda item 1.13 for WRC-19.  
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2. The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already 
harmonized below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable 
nationwide and indoor 5G coverage.  
 
DT would like to emphasize that the deployment of 5G services will also require spectrum 
suitable for wide area coverage to provide nationwide services. This would include the 
700 MHz band but also other bands below 1 GHz. In this respect it has to be noted that 
5G is being designed to integrate 4G radio technologies and that operators, following the 
launch of 5G, will most likely run a combination of 4G/5G network layers for many years. 
The operator should have the freedom to manage the migration of customers, traffic and 
spectrum resources between 4G and 5G. The deployment of 5G-services could initially 
also been realized by re-using evolved legacy technologies in particular when the 
advantages of a new radio interface can’t be immediately materialized in dedicated  
bands. This may be in particular true for the 700 MHz band. 
 
 


3. The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and regulatory 
conditions for all bands already harmonized for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.  
 
DT believes that all legacy bands, also including the 450 MHz band, will be in focus for 
5G-service deployments, but not in the introduction stage since many of these bands will 
be heavily used for legacy services. In principle the operators should have the choice to 
decide which existing or new bands should be used for the roll-out of a wide variety of 
5G-services. This implies the continuity of service and technology neutrality in the 
regulation and the possibility and permission to re-farm existing bands without any undue 
regulatory provisions or fees to maximize the efficiency in spectrum usage. Although the 
5G development hasn’t been finalized yet it is already obvious that there is a need for 
high network infrastructure investments. With the digitalization of the industry mobile 
networks become more critical to the entire economy requiring constant updates and 
investments in infrastructure. This should be reflected in a more investment supportive 
licensing approach by granting spectrum usage rights for periods not less than 30 years 
with the presumption of renewal to allow operators to optimize their investment cycles 
over the long term to the benefit of all customers. 
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4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are of 


potential interest for 5G in Europe:  
 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the 


earliest opportunity a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to 
do this RSPG members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would 
be involved in enabling access to each candidate band in their country.  


 In this regard the RSPG believes that global harmonization will be essential for 
developing 5G.  


 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into 
account sharing and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and 
fixed services (including backhauling).  


 
DT supports the idea to provide guidance to identify at the earliest possible point in time a 
suitable band for 5G in Europe as long as this will not prevent from the achievement of 
global harmonized resources for 5G. Global harmonization is a key element for the 
creation of economies of scale and thus a major success factor for 5G. Technical 
opportunities such as grouping of regional bands in tuning ranges should be also taken 
into account. 
  


5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to 
the bands listed by WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global harmonization 
opportunities. This work should focus on the frequency bands proposed by Europe, in 
particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. The RSPG 
intends to identify which one of these could be harmonized in Europe for early 
implementation.  
 
DT supports the decision of WRC-15 to study a number of bands above 24 GHz. 
Concerning the bands above 24 GHz being proposed for ITU-R studies the first 
preference of DT for the development of a 5G eco-system in Europe and other world 
regions are the ranges 24.25-27.5 GHz and 31.8-33.4 GHz. Both bands have better 
propagation qualities as well as the possibility of synergies with the 28 GHz band, which 
is being considered outside Europe such as in the US, Korea and Japan. That may 
provide an opportunity for earlier availability of 5G equipment in this frequency ranges.  
 
However, DT believes that there is still the need to also consider the frequency range 
below 24 GHz and to evaluate whether there are opportunities to allocate further 
spectrum for 5G, even if this is not yet part of the current studies at ITU-R and even if 
only possible within EU/CEPT. This frequency range shows the best compromise 
between the demand for high bandwidth and respective high data rates while still allowing 
for an economically advantageous deployment. 
 


6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European 
harmonization measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  
 
In principle DT supports the work of ITU-R for achieving global harmonization of spectrum 
usage and thus enabling benefits from economies of scale. However, in order to keep up 
with other regions in the world where harmonization measures are already under way DT 
believes that European harmonization measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19 
are an important element for Europe being at the forefront of 5G development and 
deployment. 
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7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the implementation of 
this opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work program, in particular the 
working groups on IoT and ITS.  
 
DT believes that IoT services are or will become an integral part of 5G use cases and can 
be delivered by using both 4G and 5G technology or a combination of them. This should 
be reflected in the service/technology neutral regulatory framework. DT doesn’t see a 
need for dedicated spectrum specifically for IoT services since the licensed spectrum will 
in principle have the capabilities to support IoT services. However, since IoT services are 
expected to heavily grow and raise the overall traffic this should be considered in the 
evaluation of the overall 5G spectrum needs. Licensed spectrum will be essential to 
deliver the required high quality and reliability for IoT services.  
 
DT is of the view that also ITS services in general will make use of the 4G and 5G 
network infrastructure. However, V2V communication requires additional deployment of 
LTE in the 5.9 GHz license-exempt band. 
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1. The 700 MHz band: the EBU recognises that the availability of the 700 MHz band will 
coincide with the introduction of 5G services, and welcomes this innovation. The EBU 
is, however, concerned about the technical requirements defined for terrestrial 
systems capable of providing electronic communications services and other uses in 
the 700 MHz band and included in the Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 
2016/687 of 28 April 2016. We note that in its opinion, the RSPG recognises the need 
to revalidate the technical conditions for use of this and other bands. Those technical 
conditions were defined to protect broadcasting services below 694 MHz based on 
4G/LTE technology. It is important that future 5G technology will meet the 
protection requirements of broadcasting services below 700 MHz, and we 
welcome the recognition that further studies will be needed on this. 


The 470-790 MHz is the core band of digital terrestrial television (DTT) and wireless 
microphones. Several European countries have announced the release in the coming 
years of the 694-790 MHz band for mobile services. At EU level, The European 
Council and Parliament are discussing draft proposals for the use of the 470-790 
MHz frequency band in the Union which include a mandatory release of the 694-790 
MHz band. It is therefore crucial to ensure interference free operation in the 
remaining band, the 470-694 MHz band, which will be the only UHF spectrum for DTT 
services. 
 


2. The 3400-3800 MHz band: Commission Decisions 2008/411/EC and 2014/276/EU 
harmonise this band for mobile services across the European Union. It is to be noted 
that WRC-15 did not harmonise the whole 3400-3800 MHz band in any part of the 
world and Region 1 did not reach a consensus view across this band; reflecting the 
value of existing services.  In amending the 2008 Decision, Decision 2014/276/EU 
notes that continued protection should be ensured, “In particular, fixed satellite 
systems (FSS) including earth stations would require continued protection through 
appropriate coordination between such systems and wireless broadband networks 
and services by national authorities on a case-by-case basis”.  Additionally, the 
amendment to Article 2 includes that “Member States shall ensure appropriate 
protection to systems in adjacent bands”. The technical requirements defined in the 
EC Decision to protect services in adjacent bands were based on 4G/LTE 
technology. In this band also, therefore it will be necessary to study and re-validate 
the protection that future 5G technology will give to adjacent services below 
3400 MHz and above 3800 MHz. 


International Broadcasters rely on FSS spectrum use between 3400 and 4200 MHz 
for programme contribution, programme monitoring and programme distribution 
(including the backbone for DTT networks). Whilst for European broadcasters, the 
predominant use is outside Europe, there is use in Europe and interference levels 
have caused problems where new services have been introduced below 3600 MHz.  
Where possible, many European broadcasters have now moved up to the higher 
frequencies (3800-4200 MHz) in order to escape this interference, because few 
countries have regulatory measures in place to license (and therefore provide 
protection) for the receive-only terminals typically used. It is therefore crucial that 
solutions are found to provide protection for existing users and for services in 
adjacent bands in any future use of the 3400 to 3800 MHz band by 5G. 
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General Comments 


 
Telefónica welcomes and supports the RSPG initiative of delivering an early opinion on 
spectrum aspects of 5G.  A sound expectation that spectrum will be available in sufficient 
supply is key to incentivize investments, underpin the development of 5G standards and 
ensure that the benefits of the new technology reach all European citizens.  Conversely, 
an anticipation of artificial spectrum scarcity, high spectrum prices and delays in availability 
hampers the business case for 5G and would perpetuate the mobile connectivity gap with 
other regions.  The RSPG initiative is therefore a helpful step in the right direction. 
 
5G investments are different in one important respect: they entail a higher risk for European 
operators than previous recent changes in the radio air interface and network architecture.  
On the supply side, a new architecture and interface would provide much lower latencies 
and higher reliability, both of which would not be achievable only through more spectrum 
assignments or increased densification.  However, the value of these new capabilities relies 
on the integration of the communication service with the offerings of verticals, and is 
therefore not completely in the hands of mobile operators.  On the demand side, as with 
any new service, adoption by end users is a challenge, exacerbated in Europe by the 
difficult macroeconomic environment that seems to have placed a ceiling on spending in 
telecommunications.  Analysis Mason1, for example, reports that telecommunications 
services retail revenues dropped in Western Europe from 49.42 euros per head of 
population per month in 2008 to 42.68 in 2014, a reduction of 14%.  In North America, they 
have risen over the same period by 6%, from 86.91 USD to 92.30 USD.  At current 
exchange rates, North Americans spent in 2014 on telecommunications 40% more per pop 
than Western Europeans.  Most importantly, they place a higher value on quality upgrades. 
 
Generating incentives for mobile operators to actively engage in the development of 5G 
services and technologies, and to commit resources in its deployment across Europe, is a 
necessary condition for the 2020 target to be met.  Mitigating risk is the best way to create 
those incentives, and in Telefonica’s view it should be the main driver of the strategic 
roadmap.  From a spectrum perspective, risk can be reduced in at least two ways.  First 
and foremost, as many bands as possible should support 5G, both from a standards 
perspective and from a regulatory perspective.  A predictable and large spectrum supply is 
key to prevent monopoly rents in the primary or secondary spectrum markets, soften the 
expectation of disproportionately high fixed spectrum costs that drive investors away, and 
foster the quick adoption of technology standards and cooperation agreements between 
telecom operators and verticals. 
 
Secondly, liberalization should be used strategically to accelerate the development of 5G.  
Mobile operators already hold non-neutral spectrum licences in bands potentially valuable 
for 5G, and in some cases already identified for further study at WRC-15.  In general, they 
are currently used for fixed wireless services.  Liberalizing those licences would induce the 
current licensees to accelerate their 5G plans, and to efficiently deploy one service or the 
other depending on the circumstances.  Fixed links and small cell 5G deployments, for 
example, are to a large extent complementary (fixed links are valuable in less densely 
populated areas not covered by fibre; 5G small cells are more valuable in dense areas).  


                                            
1 Analysys Mason (August 2015). North America telecoms market: trends and forecasts 2015–2020; Western Europe 


telecoms market: trends and forecasts 2015–2020 
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Additionally, in some European countries the licences are national or cover a large 
geographic area, facilitating liberalization and change of use.  It should be noted in this 
respect that nearly 80% of the 3.85 GHz of licensed spectrum for flexible use in mmwave-
bands recently made available in the United States consists of liberalized Fixed Wireless 
Access licences, a large part of which has been acquired in recent years by mobile 
operators. 
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Specific Comments 


 
1. The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for 
the introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is 
already harmonised for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of 
continuous spectrum enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the 
possibility to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G deployment.  
 
Telefónica agrees that the 3400-3800 MHz band is well suited for early 5G deployments.  
It is already licensed in part to mobile operators across Europe on a technology neutral 
basis, and is wide enough to allow the channels of more than 100 MHz per operator that 
are needed to support the Gbit/s speeds expected from 5G.  RSPG should start as soon 
as possible the process of confirming the band plan and ensuring the full 400 MHz is 
assigned for mobile use. 
 
Telefónica believes that TDD will be the preferred duplexing mode for this band.  It is 
sensible therefore to ensure that assignment procedures in the primary market are based 
on unpaired blocks, and that Member States facilitate the change of existing paired licences 
into contiguous holdings.  This should however not prevent a change of duplexing mode in 
the future. Given the early stage of development of the standards, licences should be as 
flexible as possible, including the option to deploy either FDD or TDD, subject to other 
technical rules introduced to manage interference. 
 
The European institutions should also consider the possibility of taking harmonizing 
measures in the future extending the band at least on the upper end, to include 3800-4200. 
RSPG already asked in 20132 the European Commission to study the possible application 
of sharing techniques in Europe in this frequency range, to facilitate the introduction of IMT, 
and the recent OFCOM consultation3 hints that at least in some countries existing uses 
could share the band with mobile services.  A similar conclusion was reached by Plum in 
its 2015 study4 for Ericsson, Huawei and Qualcomm. 
 
2. The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already 
harmonised below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable 
nationwide and indoor 5G coverage.  
 
Telefonica agrees that 5G will require a coverage layer using spectrum below 1 GHz.  It is 
however important to avoid the expectation that holding assets in a particular band is 
necessary for 5G deployments.  Ensuring that 5G handsets and IoT terminals will support 
800 MHz and 900 MHz is just as important as ensuring that there are no undue delays in 
the release of 700 MHz and that, if they happen, their impact is minimal. 
 


                                            
2 RSPG (2013). “Opinion on strategic challenges facing Europe in addressing the growing spectrum demand for 


wireless broadband”. RSPG13-521 


 
3 OFCOM (2016) “3.8 GHz to 4.2 GHz band: Opportunities for Innovation”. Consultation Document. 


 
4 PLUM (2015) “Use of C-Band (3400/3600-4200 MHz) for mobile broadband in Hungary, Italy, Sweden and the 


UK” 
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The target of launching 5G services by a particular date is a valid political objective but 
should not lead to imposing coverage requirements for specific technologies in spectrum 
licences.  Operators are likely to operate a combination of 4G/5G network layers for many 
years following the launch of 5G.  It is vital that they have control over how they manage 
the migration of customers, traffic and spectrum resources between 4G and 5G.  The 
decision to deploy 5G should ultimately be a commercial decision. 
 
3. The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and 
regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit 
for 5G use.  
 
Telefónica has always stressed the need to accelerate the putting into practice of the 
principles of technology and service neutrality, and fully agrees with RSPG that there 
should be no technical or regulatory conditions that constrain or prevent 5G use in bands 
already harmonised for mobile networks.  By extension, technical and regulatory conditions 
in new bands should also be fit for 5G. 
 
Telefónica encourages in particular RSPG to explore whether field strengths limits and/or 
block edge masks need to be re-specified to facilitate the deployment of 5G, and looks 
forward to engage in this discussion in the relevant technical bodies. 
 
It should also be noted that a short time left in the licence term precludes operators from 
investing in band-specific assets.  Even if a band supports 5G, operators are unlikely to 
invest if there is not an expectation of retaining the spectrum usage rights for a sufficiently 
long period.  To prevent this problem in the future, Europe should move to longer licences 
with expectations of renewal, in line with the US and the UK. 
 
4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are 
of potential interest for 5G in Europe:  


 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest 
opportunity a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this RSPG 
members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved in 
enabling access to each candidate band in their country.  


 
 In this regard the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for 


developing 5G.  


 
 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account 


sharing and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services 
(including backhauling).  


 
Telefónica wishes to emphasize that as long as the principles of service and technology 
neutrality are respected and incumbent users are treated fairly, there is little risk in 
identifying too many bands as 5G candidates. Conversely, lack of ambition carries the risk 
of creating bottlenecks and artificial scarcity. 
 
To the extent that prioritization is needed, Telefónica agrees that the potential for global 
harmonisation is a key requirement when the status quo in Europe is heterogeneous and 
a synchronized release is difficult or not required by prospective end users.  However, the 
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number of bands that can be globally harmonised is limited, and other bands should not be 
discarded too early if regional scale can be achieved. 
 
5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be 
limited to the bands listed by WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global 
harmonisation opportunities. This work should focus on the frequency bands 
proposed by Europe, in particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-
43.5 GHz. The RSPG intends to identify which one of these could be harmonised in 
Europe for early implementation.  
 
Telefónica disagrees that considerations of bands above 6 GHz should be limited to those 
listed by WRC-15.  Below 24 GHz there are possibilities that should be explored, in 
particular the 9.9-10.6 GHz band which we think may provide good outdoor coverage and 
enough capacity to complement the other bands under study. 
 
Above 24 GHz, the US and Asia-Pacific will likely use the 28 GHz band for the first 5G 
deployments, despite the fact that it is not in the WRC-15 list.  Whilst in these high 
frequencies it is enough to share a common tuning range to benefit from economies of 
scale, the example shows that focusing exclusively on the WRC-15 list could lead to missed 
opportunities. 
 
Of the three bands suggested by RSPG above 24 GHz, Telefónica suggests to focus the 
efforts on 24.5-27.5 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz.  As long as the tuning range of equipment 
includes the 28 GHz band in the first case, and the 37.0-40.5 GHz band in the second case, 
global scale can be achieved in these two bands. 
 
The 31.8-33.4 GHz band is in our view less interesting.  It is narrower than the other two 
and regional scale would need to be achieved. 
 
We also see good prospects of global scale in 66-76 GHz, and recommend RSPG to take 
it into consideration. 
 
6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European 
harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  
 
Telefónica believes that there is a high likelihood that harmonisation measures will be 
required in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  Other regions are considering mmwave-
bands as priority bands for 5G, have already licensed them and commercial deployments 
are planned before 2019. 
 
 7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the 
implementation of this opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work 
programme, in particular the working groups on IoT and ITS.  
 
Telefónica shares the view that the Internet of Things and Intelligent Transport Systems 
are closely related to 5G and welcomes close coordination among the three working 
groups.  Most relevantly, the shared vision of the industry is that 5G will be able to meet 
the needs of both IoT and ITS, and there should be no need to reserve spectrum specifically 
for those two groups of services. 
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Samsung Electronics fully supports the initiative of Commissioner Oettinger to develop a 
European Commission 5G Action Plan for Europe and to facilitate the launch of 5G on a 
large scale by 2020. Development of the RSPG Opinion to develop a strategic roadmap for 
5G spectrum in Europe is a welcome early step. 
 
Objectives 
Samsung Electronics believes that for successful commercialisation of European 5G networks 
a carefully thought out strategy needs to provide a spectrum roadmap that can address a 
number of aspects:  


A) To provide targeted spectrum opportunities to encourage technology development 
and enable demonstration of the 5G capabilities as early as possible in the 
development cycle. 


B) To provide spectrum that can be used in test beds that will allow 5G technology to 
be trialled and understood particularly by potential users in the vertical industry 
sectors. This is particularly important for engaging these users early in the requirement 
setting and standards development process. 


C) That works towards a framework of spectrum licensing for commercial operations that 
balances the need for early deployment against the uncertainties of the international 
spectrum negotiations in the ITU-R. 


D) To identify a spectrum management regime that will enable access to spectrum that 
is consistent and synchronised with international market developments to ensure 
economies of scale and facilitate global devices. 


 
Comments 
With these objectives in mind Samsung Electronics provides the following comments on the 
draft Opinion: 
 
Identification of the 3400-3800 MHz band may be considered as an initial band suitable for 
the introduction of 5G services in Europe but this must not reduce the momentum behind the 
identification of higher frequency spectrum which has the capacity to accommodate the 







 


high data throughputs targeted by 5G development.  The 3400-3800MHz band can be used 
to meet some 5G technology capabilities but not all. 
 
 
Samsung Electronics believes that the higher frequency bands will be the crucial component 
that will enable the full suite of benefits that 5G capabilities will bring for European 
consumers, businesses and the Digital Economy generally. Samsung Electronics expects that 
the first mobile high frequency networks will be realised in the lower bands above 24 GHz 
and therefore supports the initial focus on the ranges 24.25-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-
43.5 GHz for the future development of commercial networks in Europe.  
 
In the early days particular interest will be focussed on both the 24.25-27.5 GHz and 31.8-33.4 
GHz bands.  Therefore Samsung expresses caution about conclusively identifying just one of 
these two bands too early in the international spectrum negotiation and identification 
process leading up to the WRC-19. There are several reasons for this: 


1) Already some regions of the world have identified spectrum in the range 26.5-29.5 
GHz for either 5G licensing in the US or 5G trials in Korea. The situation in the US has 
firmed up recently with a Report and Order from the FCC identifying the licensing 
and technical rules for 5G in a number of frequency ranges including the 27.5-28.35 
GHz range (https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-adopts-rules-facilitate-next-
generation-wireless-technologies). Technology to meet this anticipated market is 
already well into development. (E.g. https://news.samsung.com/global/samsung-
electronics-develops-key-rf-technology-for-smaller-5g-equipment-and-devices). 


2) Considering the range 24.25-27.5 GHz, it is possible that technology under 
development to address the 28GHz band US market may be relatively easily adapted 
for operation below 27.5 GHz without the need for extensive redesign or a new 
device implementation . Therefore early deployment in the 26 GHz range may be 
feasible especially if spectrum just below 27.5 GHz is made available for use.  


3) Use of the 31.8-33.4 GHz band may require a new device implementation due in part 
to the lack of contiguity with the 28 GHz band and to the frequency band 
dependence of key components such as beam steering antenna arrays. With the 
focus of development on other ranges devices may be considered for a second (or 
subsequent) phase of development. Such devices would consequently be later to 
market.  


4) Uncertainty exists around the outcome of the international spectrum identification 
discussions surrounding both these bands. Technical studies will be carried out in 
preparation for the decisions to be taken at WRC-19 that could affect the potential 
for globally harmonised allocations in these frequency ranges and their use for IMT 
technology. For the 31.8-33.4 GHz band, sensitive applications and services are 
incumbent in adjacent frequency ranges that could limit the spectrum available 
immediately above 31.8 GHz for mobile broadband and place more stringent 
technical conditions on devices that would need to be accounted for in the design 
processes. 


5) WRC-15 Resolution 238 invites studies on the spectrum needs of IMT between 24.25 
and 86 GHz and ITU-R WP5D is the responsible group for dealing with this issue.  The 
work in WP5D is ongoing but already preliminary results are recorded in the WP5D 
chairman’s report (ITU-R WP5D Doc 234 Ch4 Att.4.21). Based on methodologies 
proposed by some administrations these results indicate that around 3 GHz of 
spectrum will eventually be needed in the ranges from 24.25 – 33.4 GHz. Samsung 



https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-adopts-rules-facilitate-next-generation-wireless-technologies
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Electronics considers it possible that the 31.8-33.4 GHz range (currently with no mobile 
allocation) may not become fully available for mobile broadband so spectrum in the 
24.25-27.5 GHz range may eventually be viewed as a more suitable alternative 
(perhaps supplemented by spectrum from the 31.8-33.4 GHz band) to meet the 
spectrum needs for high data rate mobile broadband delivery. 


 
 
Therefore Samsung Electronics agrees that the RSPG should keep under review whether 
there is any requirement for European harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz 
(particularly in the ranges 24.25-27.5 GHz and 31.8-33.4 GHz) before WRC-19. However there 
should not be a conclusive priority set on just one of these bands individually at this time and 
Samsung Electronics considers they should both remain under consideration as the 
international spectrum allocation discussion moves forward. 
 
Roadmap 
With the objectives and comments above in mind, Samsung Electronics proposes the 
following 5G spectrum roadmap for RSPG consideration: 
 


1) Encourage NRA’s to make spectrum available in the 24.25-27.5 GHz range especially 
26.5-27.5 GHz.  


 
Samsung Electronics notes that according to ECO Report 025 the range 26.5-27.5 GHz is 
identified for military use. Although exclusive use would be preferred, great strides have been 
made recently in developing access to military use spectrum through the use of spectrum 
sharing tools such as Licensed Shared Access (LSA). This could be a consideration. 
 


2) Request CEPT to support study work for both the 24.25-27.5 and 31.8-33.4 GHz bands 
until a clearer picture emerges of the potential for either (or both) of these bands to 
be identified for IMT at WRC-19.  Regional views will be forming ahead of the WRC. 
Industry might feel more confident to commit the resources required to developing 
appropriate devices once a clearer direction of travel emerges from the multi-region 
WRC-19 preparatory activities. 
 


3) Taking account of the consensus forming around the international spectrum 
allocation discussion, start to consider the potential for European harmonisation 
measures at an appropriate time.  


 
Early Trials 
Samsung Electronics also believes that early trial systems and test beds should be 
encouraged in the 28 GHz  band in particular in those parts of the band prioritised for 
terrestrial services according to ECC Decision(15)01. Over 1GHz (in two 500 MHz blocks) of 
spectrum could be considered.  
 
***************************************************** 
Samsung and 5G Technology 
Samsung brings over 35 years of experience in developing innovative mobile 
telecommunications technologies and plays an active role in working with international 
standards organizations on standardizing 5G network development. The company has driven 
a wide range of 5G breakthroughs in the mmWave spectrum including:  







 


 
•In 2013, Samsung recorded the world’s first gigabit per second throughput benchmark to a 
distance up to 2 kilometers using next-generation prototype technologies in mmWave 
spectrum. 
•In 2014, Samsung set a speed record at 7.5Gbps in a stationary environment and became 
the first to demonstrate stable and uninterrupted mobile connections at 1.2 Gbps from a 
vehicle traveling at over 100 km/h. 
•In March 2016, Samsung announced the success of world’s first multi-cell handover 
maintaining a gigabit data transmission, demonstrating a vehicle-in-motion maintaining a 
gigabit data transmission while moving between three transmitters. 
•Recently, Samsung developed 5G-ready antenna and power amplifier technologies 
enabling smaller, more energy efficient 5G equipment and devices using 28 GHz millimeter 
wave (mmWave) spectrum. 
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Qualcomm welcomes the opportunity to respond to the “Public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion 


on spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)”.  The development and 


implementation of a spectrum roadmap to facilitate the launch of 5G on a large scale in Europe by 2020 


is critical to position Europe in a leadership position in the provision of 5G-based services to its citizens 


and in driving industrial and societal transformation and economic growth in Europe from 2020 and 


beyond.  


 


Qualcomm believes that 5G will transform societies and industries to an even greater extent than 


previous service generations. 5G connectivity will create new services, new industries and devices, and 


empower brand new user experiences via support of ultra-low latency, ultra-low power, ultra-high 


reliability and ultra-high security devices with flawless connectivity.   


 


5G will be scalable and adaptable across an extreme variations in requirements and will be a unified 


design across all spectrum bands and types (licensed, shared and unlicensed) from below 1 GHz for 


wide area coverage deployments to higher bands up to 6 GHz for more capacity focused deployments, 


to above 6 GHz and mmWave for extreme bandwidth and more targeted capacity deployments.  


 


Qualcomm believes that the RSPG Opinion is timely to support the upcoming EC Action Plan. We’ve 


called for a 5G spectrum roadmap as soon as possible in the EU to enable 5G trials and initial rollouts 


in Europe from 2020. We believe the RSPG Opinion helps achieving this objective.   
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Furthermore, Europe should pursue early regional harmonization of mmWave spectrum before WRC-


19 to send an important “signal” to other regions and to enable the industry to provide the needed 


enabling technology in a timely manner.  


 


In particular, Qualcomm agree that: 


 


 Bands already harmonized below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, are 


important for 5G in order to enable nationwide and indoor 5G coverage. The importance of the 


700 MHz band is not only due to its large coverage benefits, but also to the role it is expected 


to play for the future of 5G in Europe, as recently highlighted by both commissioners Ansip 


and Oettinger1 . Throughout Europe, 5G is expected to deliver not just improved mobile 


broadband, but critically a technology platform for the emergence of so-called verticals. 5G 


technology will enable verticals such as M2M/IoT and broadcasting to benefit from 


performance and economies of scale that can only be delivered by the mobile ecosystem. This 


view – shared across Europe – that 700 MHz could play a big role to enable new services and 


connectivity leading to 5G should also be taken into account when addressing the optimum use 


of the center gap. Furthermore, in the longer term, allowing spectrum in the sub-700 MHz 


frequency band to be used for downlink-only electronic communications services in cases 


where there is no or declining demand for terrestrial broadcasting television services at national 


level would be extremely beneficial for 5G, for example for optimal delivery of infotainment 


services for connected cars. . 


 3400-3800 MHz band will be the primary band in the spectrum between 1 GHz and 6 GHz for 


the introduction of 5G in Europe before 2020.  This band is being considered for early trials 


and introduction of 5G services in a number of countries/regions in the world including China 


and Japan. The 3500MHz band in the U.S. and Korea might be good candidate too for 5G 


deployments – In the U.S. “The Mobile Now Act” proposes further studies for a number of 


bands including 3100-3550 MHz and 3700-4200 MHz. In order to reap the full benefits of this 


frequency band, considerable efforts will be necessary to ensure that it does not suffer from the 


current situation of fragmentation and the RSPG should make sure that this band is 5G-fit and 


define a suitable regulatory framework for 5G including the definition of coordinated auction 


and spectrum assignments rules (block sizes, caps, coverage and data rates requirements, 


licenses duration, reserve price etc.)  across EU member states to maximize the potential of 5G 


                                                 


 
1 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-207_en.htm  



http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-16-207_en.htm
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NR (New Radio) and enable the delivery of consistent 5G connectivity (data rates, latency, 


coverage…) across the EU .  


o By design, 5G NR will optimally support wideband operation, allowing operators to 


fully take advantage of such larger allocations of contiguous spectrum to increase peak 


rates and user experience, with reasonable terminal complexity and power consumption. 


For instance, 5G NR will support wider subcarrier spacing leading to reduced FFT 


complexity. LTE can use Carrier Aggregation to aggregate multiple 20MHz channels, 


but as the number of channels to be aggregated increases, LTE will become inefficient, 


especially in terms of terminal complexity, unlike 5G NR.  


o 5G NR is being designed to natively incorporate advanced wireless techniques across 


a wide range of requirements. For example, massive MIMO is an important enabler to 


meet 5G requirements. As an example, massive MIMO at 3.6GHz allows re-use of 


existing macro sites at same transmit power and obtain a significant throughput gain at 


cell edge. Simulations carried out using an inter-site distance of 1.7 Km for macro-cell, 


46dBm transmit power at base stations, 10 users per cell and 24 x 4 MIMO at 4 GHz 


using an 80MHz channel  provide 3.9x to 4.1x gains at cell edge  compared to 2 x 4 


MIMO using the same 80 MHz bandwidth at 4 GHz and deliver an average cell 


throughput of 808 Mbps   


 Furthermore, we believe it is key to auction the available spectrum in 3.4-3.8 GHz in 2017-


2018 timeframe so that trialling 5G capabilities in terms of mobile broadband and IoT would 


be within a real EU strategy for 5G commercial rollout in 2020.   Last but not least, for the long 


term, serious consideration should be given to the 3.8-4.2 GHz band, as a possible extension 


band to 3.4-3.8 GHz. This consideration should however not delay the release and rollout of 


5G in the 3.4-3.8 GHz. Suitable sharing frameworks (which should be based on LSA) should 


be established with existing services in the band. 


 It is important for RSPG to identify and communicate to the industry already in 2016 a suitable 


band to be made available in Europe above 24 GHz and included in the list of bands of A.I. 


1.13. This would allow the industry to have sufficient time to develop and make available 


enabling technologies serving trials and initial rollouts in Europe from 2020. RSPG should 


make sure to prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved in enabling access 


(before 2020) to the selected pioneering band across European member states, pursue its early 


regional harmonization well ahead of WRC-19 and define an action plan coordinated across 


member states to make sure spectrum can be released by Member States before 2020.    
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It is important when selecting one band (above 24 GHz) to be harmonized in Europe for early 


5G implementation to focus on frequency bands proposed by Europe at WRC-15 and in 


particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. Although all three 


bands are extremely interesting for 5G, we recommend that the focus first on the 24.25 – 27.5 


GHz and 31.8 – 33.4 GHz bands as they are close to the 28 GHz where 5G services are 


considered in the US and Korea.  We further believe that priority should be given to the 


frequency band that can be harmonized in Europe and authorizations issued in Member States 


ahead of WRC-19 to enable early 5G deployments in 2020. In the longer run, the 40.5-43.5 


GHz band, not extensively used by incumbents in Europe, could also provide large additional 


5G capacity in subsequent upgrade steps to 5G networks as more and more services will be put 


onto these networks. 


Last but not least, it is important to define for frequency bands intended for early 5G deployment Least 


Restrictive Technical Conditions (LTRCs) before WRC-19 in order to provide sufficient information 


to the mobile industry for standardization and design of base station and terminal equipment. Ideally, 


such information should be available by 2018. Furthermore it is also important to ensure that “technical 


and regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonized for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.” 


That said, Mobile Operators are in the best position to decide if and when appropriate to transition  to 


5G services for spectrum already harmonized and currently used for 2G/3G/4G services.. 
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Introduction 


 
About techUK 


As the trade association for the (digital) technology industries in the UK, techUK 


represents the companies and technologies that are helping to define today the world 


that we will live in tomorrow. In a very real sense techUK represents the future. 


 


At the heart of tech in the UK is an ecosystem of 270,000 companies producing digital 


technologies, products and services right across the economy from healthcare and 


transport to telecommunications and entertainment to defence, secoruty and public 


sector services. From east to west, north and south, from enterprise class organisations 


to established medium-sized businesses, growing small businesses and an exciting 


generation of tech start-ups: the UK is a hotbed of tech talent and techUK exists to 


represent the sector in its entirety.  


 


Our role as techUK is to ensure that we seize the potential for good and address the 


disruptive new challenges that change and innovation always present. We work to 


understand the opportunities that technology provides; to support the companies and 


innovators that can realise those opportunities. 


 


This underpins our simple vision to ensure that tech is good for the UK, the UK is good for 


tech and that tech is good for people. 


 


 


 


techUK response to the consultation questions 


 
 


techUK is pleased to comment on the RSPG Draft opinion and provides the following 


points for consideration by the RSPG: 


 


 techUK recognises and supports the importance and urgency  that the RSPG is 


attaching to the 5G radio spectrum discussion and the need for an early 


indication of the European 5G spectrum roadmap. The early development of 


this draft Opinion is an essential first step. 


 techUK supports the recognition the RSPG gives to the part that the lower 


frequencies (i.e. 700MHz and 3400-3800MHz) will likely play in supporting  some 


5G capabilities, but their prioritisation should not reduce the momentum on 


identifying and securing higher frequency spectrum. If 5G is to offer the step 


change in functionality which investment is predicated on exploiting, then 5G 


will need access to higher spectrum as well as lower spectrum. 


 techUK agrees that the 3400-3800MHz band is attractive as a stepping stone for 


the introduction of 5G services. But this may only partially place Europe in a 


forefront position noting that some other regions are pushing ahead faster in 


providing a framework for developing  the higher frequency component of 5G 


as well.   


 Full 5G capability will only be realisable once the full suite of spectrum bands is 


available including the nearer term lower frequencies as well as the longer term 


higher frequency bands including new bands above 24GHz. 


 Whilst technology trials are an important element in developing the future 5G 


environment, it is equally important to show potential customers what they can  
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expect from 5G system performance. It will be important to engage new 


industries and stakeholders who may not have previously considered public  


mobile networks as a solution to their industry telecommunications needs.  


techUK is particularly supportive of the 5G initiatives being considered for the 


industry verticals in this respect and therefore encourages the use of higher 


frequency technology (perhaps in pre-commercial trials) as soon as possible. 


 To help achieve this, RSPG should carefully consider the roadmap for higher 


frequencies with regard to technology availability sooner in some frequency 


ranges compared to others including any developments in this respect driven 


by other regions.  


 Early harmonisation ahead of the WRC process could be risky until a clearer 


picture emerges of the cross regional support for certain frequency ranges and 


the expected spectrum needs or 5G services as they mature. 
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Introduction: 


 


Airbus Defence and Space wish to thank the Radio Spectrum Policy Group for having the 


opportunity to provide inputs to this consultation on “Strategic Roadmap towards 5G for 


Europe: Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next generation wireless systems (5G)”, 


published on 8th June 2016. 


  Airbus Defence and Space agree with the necessity to alleviate the regulatory uncertainty 


to allow the level of investment necessary to the deployment of 5G in Europe and in the 


world.  


If we can concur with the fact that the 5G network architecture and engineering work need 


to advance in Europe, we also believe that Europe has the possibility, by identifying pioneer 


bands for 5G in Europe to establish a proper leadership in the international harmonized 


spectrum and standardization process. 


Airbus Defence and Space welcomes the RSPG opinion providing that all bands under 


consideration for 5G deployment shall remain within the scope of the bands identified for 


5G at WRC-15 and studied under AI 1.13 in view of WRC 19. 


 We strongly believe that, while the technical and regulatory studies are still to be initiated, 


early 5G spectrum identification for technology developments shall focus on frequency 


bands under study by WRC 19 which provide a real potential for global harmonization. 


 


Airbus DS is one of the company signatory of the 5G Manifesto with European 


Commissioner Günther Oettinger published on July 7th 2016. We strongly support 5G as an 


ecosystem of technologies.  


 


As Full member of the EMEA Satellite Operator Association we participated to the response 


the Association filed in response to this consultation. In this context, the views expressed by 


ESOA and relevant to the satellite commercial communications are fully shared and 


supported by our company. 


 


Please find hereafter our comments on each 7 items of this draft opinion. 


  







 


 


RSPG Opinion 1: The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be primary band suitable 


for the introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, nothing that this band is already 


harmonised for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum, 


enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility to put Europe at the 


forefront of the 5G deployment. 


 Airbus Defence and Space wants to recall that the 3400-3600 MHz band was almost 


globally identified for IMT at WRC 15.    


 In ITU Region 1 the 3600-3800 MHz band is allocated to FSS on primary basis and to 


mobile on a secondary basis.  


 EC Decision 2008/411/EC - cfr Article 1 & Article 2 of the Decision -  designates and 


makes available the 3400-3600 MHz and 3600-3800 MHz bands for mobile use in the 


internal market on a   ‘on a non-exclusive basis  . Member States shall therefore 


provide for harmonised protection conditions for the incumbent FSS services in the 


band while considering the introduction of 5G /IMT 2020.  


  ECC Decision (11) 06 acknowledges that   the 3.6 – 3.8 GHz portion of the lower C 
band is used heavily by FSS in Europe.  
 


 


RSPG Opinion 2: The RSPG is of opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands 


already harmonised below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to 


enable nationwide and indoor 5G coverage. 


 Airbus Defence and Space agrees with this RSPG’s opinion 


 


 


RSPG Opinion 3: The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and 


regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G 


use. 


 


 Airbus Defence and Space agrees with this RSPG’s consideration. 


 


 


RSPG Opinion 4: The RSPG stresses that there are many bands above 24 GHz which are of 


potential interest for 5G in Europe. 


 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest 


opportunity, a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this, RSPG 


members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved in enabling 


access to each candidate band in their country. 


 In this regard, the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for 


developing 5G. 







 


 


 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account 


sharing and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services 


(including backhauling). 


 Airbus Defence and Space strongly advocate and agree with the RSPG on the 


necessity for the identification of globally harmonised spectrum to facilitate the 


transition phase of 5G deployment in newly identified bands for IMT 2020 by  


WRC 19. 


 We would like to underline here that  Resolution COM6/20 (WRC-15) text provides 
the following footnote: 
 
“When conducting studies in the band 24.5-27.5 GHz, to take into account the need to 
ensure the protection of existing earth stations and the deployment of future 
receiving earth stations under the EESS (space-to-Earth) and SRS (space-to-Earth) 
allocation in the frequency band 25.5-27 GHz. “ 


 Airbus Defence and Space would like to raise a word of caution with regard to RSPG 


intention to define before WRC 19 the timeline for availability of other bands above 


24 GHz i.e. 


  we understand bands which have no potential for global harmonisation. We urge to 


consider that  only bands currently listed under WRC 19 AI 1.13 shall be considered  


and this in the light of the results of the technical and regulatory studies still to be 


performed. 


 


 


RSPG Opinion 5: The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be 


limited to the bands listed by WRC-15, in order to strengthen the global harmonisation 


opportunities. This work should focus on the frequency bands proposed by Europe, in 


particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. The RSPG intends to 


identify which one of these could be harmonised in Europe for early implementation. 


 Airbus defence and Space agree and support the RSPG statement that only bands 


which have a real potential for global harmonisation shall be considered for 5G/IMT 


2020 identification.   


 The 31.8-33.4GHz band range was proposed as candidate band by all Regions at WRC 


15 for 5G future development. On this basis, Airbus DS considers that early 


technology developments funded under the EU ICT H2020 program, shall take place 


in this frequency range in Europe. This would enable Europe to establish for its 


industry a global reference and a competitive positioning. 


  The band is currently lightly used globally and therefore it has a higher chance than 


any other band to become a global harmonised band for 5G in mm-Wave.  This band   


represents a potential of up to 1.6 GHz of contiguous spectrum for 5G services 







 


 


implementation on a global scale. Moreover the propagation characteristics in the 


32 GHz band are similar to mm-Wave bands below 30 GHz. 


 


 


RSPG Opinion 6: The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for 


European harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19. 


 Airbus Defence and Space does not agree and cannot support the necessity of a 


European harmonisation decision for 5G in mmWaves bands before WRC-19.  


 Any future spectrum regulatory decision can only be grounded on the basis of the 


technical and regulatory studies results and this taking into account the protection 


criteria enabling the continued operation of the existing incumbent services and 


their future deployments.  


 


 


RSPG Opinion 7: The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the 


implementation of this opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work programme, in 


particular the working groups on IoT and ITS. 


 IoT and ITS are one of the most important vertical sector (EU 5G Action plan) of the 


5G environment, which could benefit from the satellite resilience and ubiquitous 


coverage undisputed features. 


 Airbus DS looks at providing satellite solutions & services for IoT using spectrum 


below 5 GHz for the two way transmissions 


 








Intel Response to “Public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on 
spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)” 


 
Author  Graham MacDonald, Director EMEA Communications Policy, Intel Corporation 
Date / Revision  31st July 2016 / Final  
 
Section 2 


This roadmap has been developed to facilitate the launch of 5G on a large scale in Europe by 
2020. The goal is that the benefits of 5G-based services are available to all European citizens in 
a timely manner, driving industrial and societal transformation and economic growth in Europe 
from 2020 and beyond.  


Europe needs to take into account international 5G developments: Intel applauds the European 
Commission proactively progressing opportunities to identify spectrum suitable for 5G. However, 
given expectations of a 5G launch in Europe in 2020 at the earliest, we note that some 
Administrations outside Europe are driving more aggressive timescales. There are various cases 
where access to spectrum suitable for 5G is being progressed expeditiously. In the US, the FCC on 
14th July 2016 adopted new rules to enable rapid development and deployment of next generation 
5G technologies and services: these new rules open up nearly 11 GHz of high-frequency spectrum 
for flexible, mobile and fixed use wireless broadband – 3.85 GHz of licensed spectrum (in the 28 
GHz, 37 GHz and 39 GHz bands) and 7 GHz of unlicensed spectrum (in the 64-71 GHz band)1. 
Verizon expects to begin commercial deployments in 2017.2There are other Administrations aiming 
for 5G trials and deployments in time for the next Olympic Games3. There are also numerous trials 
underway in leading countries. In addition, the US “incentive auctions” of spectrum within 470-698 
MHz are already underway4. 


Intel believes the European Commission needs to take into consideration development outside of 
Europe in order influence and keep pace with international developments.   


Section 2.1 
1. The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the 
introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is already harmonised 
for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum enabling wide 
channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G 
deployment.  


3.4-3.8 GHz and 3.8-4.2 GHz Important for 5G: Intel supports efforts to introduce 5G at a pan-
European level as expeditiously as possible in the 3.4-3.8 GHz band. Other countries are pursuing 
5G deployments within this frequency range: for example, the 3.3-3.6 GHz frequency range is one of 
the frequency ranges that China is pursuing for 5G deployments.5 


However, this should not reduce other initiatives to secure access to additional bands suitable for 
5G in higher bands above 6 GHz and/or bands below 6 GHz. There is no single 5G band solution 
that will address all 5G service and application bandwidth, latency and coverage requirements.  


Intel agrees that the 3.4-3.8 GHz band is regarded as suitable for early deployment of 5G in Europe 
due to already being harmonised for mobile networks with up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum. 
Intel believes that possibilities to open up the adjacent 3.8-4.2 GHz band should also be explored in 
order to provide greater bandwidth per operator in this frequency range. 


Section 2.2 
2. The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already 
harmonised below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable 
nationwide and indoor 5G coverage.  


                                                           
1
 https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-adopts-rules-facilitate-next-generation-wireless-technologies  


2
 http://www.nasdaq.com/article/verizon-to-commercially-deploy-5g-wireless-networks-in-2017-cm610483  


3
 https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2016/04/01/sk-telecom-completes-5g-field-trial/,    


http://www.pcworld.com/article/3053620/koreas-working-on-a-cool-combination-5g-and-the-winter-olympics.html  
4
  http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions/incentive-auctions/broadcast-incentive-auction.html  


5
  http://www.mobileworldlive.com/asia/asia-news/china-preps-ground-for-5g/  



https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-adopts-rules-facilitate-next-generation-wireless-technologies

http://www.nasdaq.com/article/verizon-to-commercially-deploy-5g-wireless-networks-in-2017-cm610483

https://www.telegeography.com/products/commsupdate/articles/2016/04/01/sk-telecom-completes-5g-field-trial/

http://www.pcworld.com/article/3053620/koreas-working-on-a-cool-combination-5g-and-the-winter-olympics.html

http://wireless.fcc.gov/auctions/incentive-auctions/broadcast-incentive-auction.html

http://www.mobileworldlive.com/asia/asia-news/china-preps-ground-for-5g/





Existing IMT bands below 1 GHz plus sub-700 MHz important for 5G: In the spirit of technology 
neutrality and service neutrality, which Intel strongly advocates, we recommend that affording this 
flexibility to existing bands harmonised below 1 GHz for mobile broadband. 


Intel also support initiatives to provide access to spectrum within the 470-694 MHz frequency range 
for 5G. We note that Pascal Lamy, as Chairman of the high-level group on the future use of the 470-
790 MHz frequency band, in his report to the European Commission recommended a "flexibility 
option" involving studying scenarios that allow spectrum in the sub-700 MHz frequency band to be 
used for downlink-only electronic communications services in cases where there is no or declining 
demand for DTT at national level. Whilst we recognise the consideration of possible regulatory 
actions in the frequency band 470-694 MHz in Region 1 will only take place in preparation of WRC-
23, the US has taken the lead on this band to enable mobile broadband below 694 MHz through the 
ongoing incentive auction. Intel supports European consideration of mechanisms to enable new 5G 
services within the 470-698 MHz frequency band in a timely manner, noting the requirement to take 
into account protection and coexistence with existing terrestrial broadcasting services. 


Section 2.3 
3. The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and regulatory 
conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.  


5G deployments in existing IMT bands/ Mobile Operator’s Discretion: Intel agrees that it is 
important for the technical and regulatory conditions for existing bands already harmonised for 
mobile networks to be suitable for future 5G deployments. In this regard, existing least restrictive 
technical conditions (channelling arrangements and Block Edge Masks) should be reviewed and 
revised as required to facilitate 5G usage.  


Intel believes Mobile Operators are best positioned to determine when 5G should / could be 
deployed in existing harmonised frequency bands and that timescales for such a transition should 
not be mandated at a European level by the European Commission.  


Section 2.4 
4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are of 
potential interest for 5G in Europe:  


 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest 
opportunity a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this RSPG 
members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved in enabling 
access to each candidate band in their country.  


 In this regard the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for developing 
5G.  


 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account sharing 
and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services (including 
backhauling).  


Importance of “Tuning Ranges”: Intel supports in principle an early focus on identifying possible 
frequency bands to be considered but we have some concerns if “aim to identify at the earliest 
opportunity a suitable band to be made available in Europe” means the RSPG will try and determine 
the band(s) without necessarily taking into account factors such as  5G progress being made in 
other frequency bands outside the ITU processes, i.e. 28 GHz band in US and Korea (with similar 
considerations taking place in Japan), tuning ranges, and other impacts on device availability.  


With respect to the RSPG statement regarding the importance of global harmonization, it is critical to 
understand the concept of “tuning ranges”.  Simplistically, frequencies that are adjacent to one 
another can be leveraged for inclusion in a single product design even if they are not all available in 
a single geography. Finding frequency ranges which are available in major markets, or where the 
available frequency bands are close enough to be supported within a single radio, i.e. “widely 
harmonised over major markets” is critical to achieving the economies of scale necessary to support 
the business case for both manufacturers and operators. This type of harmonisation- widely 
harmonized over major markets-creates commonalities in regulatory requirements and technical 
specifications—reducing the cost and complexity of implementing and enabling 5G technologies. 


As Europe aims to achieve leadership in 5G, it is of utmost importance to take into account and try 
to align with these early adopter developments in the 28 GHz band outside of Europe. This is 
particularly important as one of the candidates for an early European priority band (24.25-27.5 GHz) 







is directly adjacent to the 28 GHz band (and even overlaps by 1 GHz with the band that Korea 
considers for early 5G deployments (26.5-29.5 GHz)) which will enable a tuning-range for widely  
harmonised equipment, whereas another candidate band (31.8-33.4 GHz) is a smaller band, is not 
adjacent to the 28 GHz and faces 800 MHz of passive service spectrum with stringent protection 
requirements in-between, thus significantly limiting tuning-range possibilities.  


In addition, when considering frequency bands for ITU deliberations within the scope of the WRC-19 
Work Item 1.13, it is recommended that consideration to realistic tuning ranges and adjacent 
frequency bands are also taking into account.  


Section 2.5 
5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to the 
bands listed by WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global harmonisation opportunities. This 
work should focus on the frequency bands proposed by Europe, in particular the bands 24.5-
27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. The RSPG intends to identify which one of these 
could be harmonised in Europe for early implementation.  


Don’t Limit Consideration to Only WRC-15 Listed Bands: We do not necessarily agree that one 
should limit studies to only bands that are listed by WRC-15.  In particular, we are concerned that 
the 28 GHz band is not being considered since some of the first 5G trials and initial deployments by 
countries outside of Europe that aim to be technology leaders in 5G will take place in this band in 
the near future. We note the existing allocation to the mobile service on a primary basis in the 27.5-
29.5 GHz frequency band. Studies submitted to the FCC process for designation of “5G” bands 
above 24 GHz led the FCC to conclude that interference from terrestrial 5G services into FSS space 
stations “are not likely”6. We, therefore, strongly urge the RSPG to consider possibilities of utilizing 
the 28 GHz band for 5G in Europe to the maximum extent, with other leading 5G markets. 


With respect to consideration of the 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz bands, Intel 
believes the concept of “tuning range” is critical.  It is important to ensure access to frequency bands 
for 5G can be supported within a single radio for widespread usage and economies of scale, starting 
with key markets. Countries outside of Europe, that are early adopters and technology leaders, are 
currently progressing their plans for 5G in the 28 GHz band. This is especially relevant in relation to 
“tuning ranges” with a view to implementing harmonisation via a single radio spanning multiple 
bands to drive down economies of scale as explained in our comments to Section 2.4. Therefore, 
the most interesting band from within this list is the 24.25-27.5 GHz band.   


With respect to the 40.5-43.5 GHz band, we note that the FCC has made the 37-40 GHz bands 
available for “5G” use.  Therefore, we request that the RSPG expand the focus to include the 37-
43.5 GHz frequency range. 


Section 2.6 
6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European 
harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  


Intel supports the objective of identifying frequency bands which are widely harmonized in major 
markets for 5G. There are existing allocations on a primary basis to the mobile service in many of 
the bands above 24 GHz. Given the FCC’s conclusion that interference from terrestrial 5G services 
into FSS space stations “are not likely”7, we strongly urge the RSPG to review the possibility of using 
the 28 GHz band for 5G in Europe. 


The benefits of achieving worldwide interoperability via functional harmonisation where one radio 
with a sufficiently wide tuning range may be able to cover two Regional bands (or between different 
countries) should also be taken into account. 


Section 2.7 
7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the implementation of this 
opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work programme, in particular the working 
groups on IoT and ITS.  


Intel notes the RSPG consideration of vertical markets. We welcome further opportunities to 
contribute to the development of the supplementary RSPG opinion. 


                                                           
6
 https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-16-89A1.pdf  


7
 https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-16-89A1.pdf  
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29 July 2016


RAI’s response to the public consultation on the
Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next


generation wireless systems (5G)


RAI welcomes the opportunity to submit its comments on the draft RSPG Opinion on


spectrum related aspects far next-generation wireless systems (5G).


RAI Radiotelevisione Italiana SpA is the Italian public broadcaster and one of the Iargest


media companies in Europe. RAI is a holding company under the control of the Italian


Ministry of Economy and Finance.


RAI as Italy’s national public broadcasting company has a great comprehensive and varied


video and audio offering. RAI broadcasts its television and radio programs to the users


mainly via digital terrestrial transmission networks and also relying on the satellite platform.


RAI also produces a wide range of contents and services not only as traditional linear radio


and TV but also as time shifted, on demand and data services.


RAI is an active member of the EBU — European Broadcasting Union - and fully shares and


supports the EBU’s position on the issues raised in the draft RSPG Opinion, in particular


regarding:


- The need to provide audiences a wide choice of content and services (both linear and
on demand), with increasing quaiity (HD and UHD) and with increasing avaiiabiiity


at any time, at any location and to any device, wiII require the use of a number of


different means of distribution, including traditional broadcasting plafforms, such as
terrestrial and satellite, as well as broadband networks, both fixed and mobile.


- The fact that 5G developments are stili ongoing and there are many issues that wili


need to be addressed, including technical, market related and regulatory.


5G may become an important delivery platform for the whole range of audio-visual


services, therefore as Broadcasters we are following with great interest 5G


developments and we are supporting the EBU in the work of 3GPP to further our


interests in this important area.


- the need, in order to achieve the performance targets proposed for 5G, to access to a
large amount of radio spectrum and to use large continuous bandwidth (e.g. 100 MHz


or more per channel), which can only be found in the hìgher frequency ranges. The


current WRC-19 discussions point towards bands in the range 24.25-86 GHz. RAI, as


weli as the EBU, supports the RSPG’s draft opinion that considerations of


bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be Iimited to the bands identified by WRC-15 in
order to strength the global harmonisation opportunities.







- The 700 MHz band: we note that in its opinion, the RSPG recognises the need to
revalidate the technical conditions for use of this and other bands. Since, those
technical conditions were defined to protect broadcasting services below 694 MHz
based on 4G/LTE technology, it is important that future 5G technology wiII meet
the protection requirements of broadcasting services below 700 MHz, and we
welcome the recognition that further studies wiII be needed on this.


It Is crucial to ensure interference free operation in the 470-694 MHz band, which wiiI
be the only UHF spectrum for DTT services in the future.


Moreover concerning other frequency bands below 6 GHz, which the RSPG expects to be
the ones where the first major commercial deployment will take piace, RAI has a specific
comment to the draft RSPG Opinion with regards to:


The 3400-3800 MHz band: Commission Decisions 200814111EC and 2014/276/EU
harmonise this band for mobile services across the European Union, providing the
appropriate protection and continued operation of the existing use in this band by FS
(Fixed Service) and FSS (Fixed Satellite Service) systems. lt Is to be noted that
WRC-15 did not harmonise the whole 3400-3800 MHz band in any part of the worid
and Region i did not reach a consensus view across this band; reflecting the vaiue of
existing services. In amending the 2008 Decision, Decision 2014/276/EU notes that
continued protection should be ensured. The technical requirements defined in the
EC Decision to protect services in adjacent bands were based on 4G/LTE technology.
In this band also, therefore it wili be necessary to study and re-validate the
protection that future 5G technology wiII give to adjacent services below 3400
MHz ar,d above 3800 MHz.


RAI relies on FS spectrum use between 3600 and 4200 MHz for programme
contribution, programme monitoring and programme distribution (inciuding the
backbone for DTT networks). RAI agreed with Italian Administration to move up its
fixed video Iinks in the sub band 3700-3800 MHz toward the higher frequencies
(3800-4200 MHz), conserving the use of the sub band 3600-3700 MHz. It Is
therefore crucial that solutions are found to provide protection for existing users and
for services both in the sub band 3600-3700 MHz and in adjacent bands in any future
use of the 3400 to 3800 MHz band by 5G, through appropriate coordination between
such services and wireless broadband networks by national authorities.
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1. The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the introduction 
of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is already harmonised for mobile 
networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum enabling wide channel bandwidth. 
This band has the possibility to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G deployment.  
 
The GSMA agrees that the 3400-3800 MHz band is the strongest candidate band for the introduction of 
5G in Europe. However, urgent work is required across Member States to relocate other users currently 
operating in the band, re-plan the band from FDD to TDD, and assign the full 400MHz band for mobile use, 
creating the possibility of licensees operating high speed 5G services over carriers of up to 100MHz. 
Consideration should also be given to explore the possible extension of the band to 4.2GHz (Ofcom, for 
one, has consulted on this). 
 
The harmonisation of 3400-3800 MHz in Europe and the strong support for global harmonisation of 3400-
3600 GHz are both steps in the right direction. Now the spectrum also needs to be licensed to mobile 
operators in a timely and fair manner. The first 5G networks will likely use spectrum below 6 GHz, so this 
is very important. Moreover, it is key to remember that a successful roll-out of 5G in Europe can’t depend 
on just one band. For Europe to keep up with the progress already made in Asia and the U.S a mixture of 
spectrum will be needed to provide the right coverage and capacity in Europe. 
 
 
2. The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already harmonised 
below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable nationwide and indoor 5G 
coverage.  
 
The GSMA would like to note that new high-frequency spectrum will supplement, not replace, the continued 
evolution of mobile networks in lower frequencies. 5G will also require coverage spectrum to provide 
nationwide services. Much like current networks, sub-1GHz spectrum will be vital for wide area coverage, 
digital inclusion, in-building penetration and also Internet of Things applications.  
 
The 5G standard is being designed as an evolution from 4G, and operators are likely to operate a 
combination of 4G/5G network layers for many years following the launch of 5G.  It is vital that operators 
have control over how they manage the migration of customers, traffic and spectrum resources between 
4G and 5G, and therefore that new spectrum is able to be used at launch for either 4G or 5G. 
 
The progress made on the 700MHz band is encouraging, in particular for Member States like France and 
Germany who have licensed 700 MHz well ahead of the European Commission’s 2020 deadline. The 
GSMA understands that there will be some variation between EU members regarding the release of the 
band to mobile operators. However, we urge governments to align to the 2020 date and avoid delays. 
Doing so will boost the economies of scale and help Europe to regain its leadership by providing ubiquitous 
mobile broadband for its citizens.  
 
The GSMA also encourages policies to be future-proof especially given the rapid evolution in mobile 
broadband and broadcast services.  To that end, the GSMA thinks that Europe needs to keep all options 
open for how the UHF spectrum band will be used, in particular the sub-700MHz bands. The GSMA 
considers the “flexibility option” initially proposed by the European Commission for sub-700MHz bands as 
a small step in the right direction. Allowing for genuine regulatory flexibility in a timely manner can allow 
Europe to keep pace with spectrum allocations in other regions. 
 
 
 
3. The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and regulatory conditions 
for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.  
 
The GSMA agrees that operators should have the flexibility to choose what existing and new bands to use 
to roll out a wide variety of 5G services. Furthermore GSMA is of the view that progressive re-farming of 
existing mobile bands should be both possible and permitted to accommodate future 5G usages, as to 







 


maximize spectrum usage efficiency; that balance between low( below 6 GHz) and high frequencies (above 
6 GHz) should be explored. This “smooth transition” of the existing harmonized bands, favored by the 
technology neutral approach in place in Europe since May 2016, will allow to get the most benefits out of 
it and should be allowed without any undue regulatory burdens or fees. 
 
30 years since the first mobile licenses were issued in Europe, it is clear that customer demand for mobile 
services will only continue to grow and within the limits of their investment capability, mobile operators will 
continue to upgrade their mobile network, to 5G and beyond, to maximise the speed, capacity and quality 
of services offered.  The original approach of offering typically 15 years licenses was a reasonable 
approach while the industry was in its infancy, but now that mobile services are critical to our economy, 
and a pattern of constant upgrade and investment has been established and perpetuated by competition,  
it is time to adopt a more pro-investment approach to licensing – no less than 20 years with a strong 
presumption of renewal, that allow operators to optimise their investment cycles over the long term, reduce 
unnecessary costs and investment risk,  and maximize benefits to customers over that period. 
 
 
4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are of potential 
interest for 5G in Europe:  


 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest 
opportunity a suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this RSPG 
members will prioritize the necessary work to assess what would be involved in enabling 
access to each candidate band in their country.  


 


 In this regard the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for developing 
5G.  


 


 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account sharing 
and transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services (including 
backhauling).  


 
The GSMA thinks that some direction is needed when it comes to providing clarity regarding what bands 
will be available for 5G above 24 GHz. An indication on the matter will be important for the industry and the 
creation of economies of scale. Vendors have the challenging task of integrating the technology into the 
attractive devices needed for 5G to take off. 
 
GSMA is of the opinion that enhanced coordination and cooperation in Europe is key for 5G success. 
Global harmonization of the frequency bands, or grouping of regional frequency bands in “tuning ranges” 
is also key element to be taken into account.  
 
 
5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to the bands 
listed by WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global harmonisation opportunities. This work should 
focus on the frequency bands proposed by Europe, in particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 
GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. The RSPG intends to identify which one of these could be harmonised in 
Europe for early implementation.  
 
For now, bands above 6 GHz under study for WRC-19 should be given first priority to strengthen global 
harmonisation opportunities. Above 24 GHz, 24.5-27.5 GHz and the 31,8-33,4 GHz are good options. 
These bands will have better propagation qualities as well as the possibility of synergies with the 28 GHz 
band, which is being considered outside Europe by countries such as the US, Korea and Japan. That may 
provide an opportunity for earlier 5G rollouts. 
 
Other bands, such as 40 GHz and higher are also needed. Here we note the importance of the sharing 
framework being developed under ITU’s TG 5/1.  
 







 


The GSMA would like to note that all the mentioned bands are used, or planned to be used, for wireless 
backhaul in areas which do not yet benefit from fibre optics to the base station. As the 18 GHz, 23 GHz 
and 38 GHz bands are already heavily used for fixed links, the 26 GHz and 32 GHz bands are providing in 
some countries the necessary capacity to upgrade those networks to 56 MHz and 112 MHz channels; at 
the same time some administrations have also started the use of the 40 GHz band for point to point 
backhauling links. The GSMA therefore invites administrations to work out geographical sharing scenarios 
where these bands can remain available for wireless backhaul while being used for mobile access in very 
densely populated areas.  
 
 
6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European harmonisation 
measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  
 
Again, there is need for ambition and direction from legislators if Europe wants to be at the forefront of 5G 
development. The RSPG as well as regulators should work to prepare the policy environment for mobile 
operators and equipment manufacturers. 
 
 
 7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the implementation of this 
opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work programme, in particular the working groups 
on IoT and ITS.  
 
The GSMA supports the work RSPG is doing on the Internet of Things (IoT). It is an important and rapidly 
growing market with the potential to transform the digital economy. Mobile services play an important role 
in the wide area IoT market and are rapidly evolving to meet a growing array of different requirements – 
from smart meters to connected cars. As a result, cellular IoT is ideally placed to compete effectively with 
other IoT solutions and drive innovation. 
 
However, the viability of cellular IoT is contingent on governments adopting a positive regulatory framework 
especially as it pertains to mobile spectrum. The GSMA’s position is that: 


 Regulators should adopt a service/technology neutral framework to support cellular IoT. 


 Licensed spectrum is vital in order to deliver the most reliable, high quality IoT services. 


 Licensed spectrum has the capacity and coverage capabilities to support IoT growth. 


 International spectrum harmonisation is vital for a global, affordable cellular IoT market. 


 Regulators should work with the mobile industry to support IoT in 5G spectrum planning. 
 
ITS will require additional deployment of LTE in the 5.9 GHz license-exempt band for V2V. 
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Ericsson Response to “Public consultation on the Draft RSPG 
Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless 
systems (5G)” 


 
Ericsson welcomes the opportunity to respond to the RSPG consultation on “DRAFT RSPG 
Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)”.  


Ericsson appreciates and supports the RSPG activities to provide an opinion towards 
European leadership in deployment of 5G. Ericsson understands that such a RSPG opinion is 
addressing approaches for a possible large-scale and Pan-European commercial launch by 
year 2020. Accordingly, the availability of suitable and sufficient spectrum resources is 
regarded as a key element of the forthcoming effort of policy makers and regulators to 
establish realistic regulatory regimes for 5G. 
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Ericsson would like to provide the following views on items 1 through 6 of Section 2 in the draft 
opinion:  


1) Ericsson is clearly aligned with the RSPG draft opinion regarding the importance of the 
frequency range 3.4 – 3.8 GHz. Ericsson firmly believes that this frequency range is 
essential for a successful and early deployment of 5G in Europe, and that it can offer both 
extended coverage and wider bandwidths in comparison to currently available bandwidths 
for mobile broadband services. Radio wave propagation characteristics will provide 
opportunities for excellent indoor coverage from macro base stations in many cases, and to 
a large extent allow re-use of the already deployed infrastructure sites of mobile broadband 
networks. Bandwidths may be significantly increased in comparison with currently available 
mobile broadband frequency bands, supporting a considerably enhanced user experience.  
 
Ericsson notes that significant efforts should be considered by European policy makers and 
regulators to guarantee that the entire frequency range can be used for 5G. It should be 
ensured that mobile broadband stakeholders will not suffer from the current situation of 
fragmentation in this frequency range due to the varying use of other applications and the 
diverse arrangements between the European countries. Additionally, Ericsson would like to 
stress that from a longer-term perspective, serious consideration should also be given to the 
currently underused 3.8 – 4.2 GHz range, as an essential and necessary extension to 3.4 – 
3.8 GHz to meet the 5G expectations on high data rates and short latency by European 
consumers, as well as businesses, industries and Government users. 
 
From a harmonization and cost-efficiency perspective, considerable benefits can be 
expected from the interest shown for this frequency range by several countries outside of 
Europe, such as China, Japan and the USA.  
 
It is important though to be aware that the spectrum range 3.4 – 4.2 GHz alone will not be 
sufficient to deliver full 5G capabilities, as the bandwidth available will not be capable of 
delivering the very high bitrates envisioned for certain applications or the extended 
coverage needed for others. As a consequence, initiatives to designate other bands for 5G 
use are also necessary, including higher bands above 6 GHz for high capacity services, or 
indeed bands below 6 GHz for extended coverage. In our view, there is no single band that 
could provide a solution that will address all 5G services and applications with regard to 
wider bandwidth, shorter latency and extended coverage requirements.  


2) Ericsson understands that spectrum resources below the frequency 1 GHz are crucial for 
provision of deep indoor coverage and extended outdoor coverage, in particular for mMTC 
and URLLC applications. The 700 MHz band can provide such propagation characteristics 
for early 5G deployments, and, in the long-term, spectrum below 700 MHz should be 
considered for additional bandwidth in this frequency range with excellent coverage 
properties, while also considering the declining demand for terrestrial linear broadcasting 
television services in this range as well as changing television consumer behaviour. As 
remarked in the comments on item 1, it is imperative to also provide other bands for 5G 
deployment, to ensure sufficient bandwidths for advanced applications and services.  
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3) Ericsson supports the intention that technical and regulatory conditions should ensure that 
bands already harmonised for mobile broadband networks should also be available for 5G. 
It is our view that the timing of such a transition should be determined by mobile broadband 
network operators, i.e. that the timescale for such a transition should neither be mandated 
on a national level nor on a Pan-European level.  


Ericsson expects that such a transition will not take place in the near future and that the 
timing will vary substantially from country to another. In other words, the frequency bands 
already harmonised and licensed for 2G, 3G or 4G are not expected to be part of the 
pioneer bands for early deployments of 5G.  


4) Ericsson appreciates that there are several bands above 24.25 GHz that could be of 
relevance for 5G deployment, and notes that there is already considerably momentum 
around the 26.5 – 29.5 GHz range, in particular in the USA and in Korea, but also in Japan 
and China. Europe should take into consideration the ongoing activities in these countries in 
order to benefit from valuable harmonization and timely availability of infrastructure 
equipment and devices. An attractive alternative, from that perspective, is the adjacent and 
overlapping frequency range, 24.25 – 27.5 GHz. Although this would not enable 
harmonization from a traditional point-of-view, in the sense that Europe would be using a 
slightly different frequency range; this overlapping spectrum range may still provide the 
harmonization benefits in terms of economy-of-scale, early eco-system availability and 
roaming. A so-called “tuning range” approach could be applied to the 5G radio equipment, 
i.e. the same equipment could support the adjacent and overlapping frequency ranges 
24.25 – 27.5 GHz and 26.5 – 29.5 GHz, thus enabling the crucial harmonization advantages 
at an early stage due to the timing of 5G introduction in the range 26.5 – 29.5 GHz outside 
of Europe.   


A tuning range solution for Europe may be relevant for other combinations of frequency 
ranges. For instance the range 26.5 – 29.5 GHz could be considered together with the 
range 31.8 – 33.4 GHz, and further the entire range between the frequencies 37 GHz and 
43.5 GHz. One should however note that the candidate range 31.8 – 33.4 GHz is not 
immediately adjacent to the 26.5 – 29.5 GHz range and that passive services have a 
primary allocation just below the frequency 31.8 GHz, which may imply additional 
challenges for equipment designs. The mobile vendor industry is currently investigating 
equipment capabilities in relation to tuning range solutions.   


Ericsson invites European regulators and policy makers to continue the dialogue with the 
industry regarding realistic assumptions on tuning ranges and adjacent frequency band 
requirements, to ensure that both limitations and flexibility of product design is taken into 
account properly. Ericsson further urges efforts to maximize harmonization of spectrum 
ranges from a global perspective.  
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5) The three ranges proposed by the draft RSPG opinion, 24.5 – 27.5 GHz, 31.8 – 33.4 GHz 
and 40.5 – 43.5 GHz, should all be prioritized for further studies. Indeed, as indicated 
above, 24.5 – 27.5 GHz should be given serious consideration as a band for early 
deployment in Europe. Regarding the range 31.8 – 33.4 GHz, it is noted that whereas the 
usage of incumbents may be limited, there may be issues with applications in the passive 
service allocation below the frequency 31.8 GHz that need further study. Further 
consideration may be given to the 40 GHz frequency range, in order to investigate 
possibility for extending this range below the frequency 40.5 GHz.   
 
Although Ericsson believes that the list of frequency bands for study under the WRC-19 


Agenda Item 1.13 provides good opportunities for Europe, Ericsson would like to stress, 


again, the importance of taking into account the development in countries outside of 


Europe. Momentum in the 28 GHz and 40 GHz ranges provides important opportunities for 


global alignment, as described in the answer to item 4. 


 


6) Ericsson would prefer to have Least Restrictive Technical Conditions (LTRCs) for 5G 
spectrum available before WRC-19, ideally already in 2018, to enable timely standardization 
and design of base station and terminal equipment.  


 


Ericsson welcomes a continued dialogue with RSPG regarding frequency bands for 5G in Europe.  
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DIGITALEUROPE Response to RSPG 5G Opinion  
“Public consultation on the Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related 


aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G)” 


Brussels, 30 July 2016 


 


 


CONSULTATION RESPONSE 


Note: The numbering and bolded text below is aligned with Section 2 of the RSPG draft opinion for consultation.  


 


The opinion of the RSPG on the strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe 


This roadmap has been developed to facilitate the launch of 5G on a large scale in Europe by 2020. The 
goal is that the benefits of 5G-based services are available to all European citizens in a timely manner, 
driving industrial and societal transformation and economic growth in Europe from 2020 and beyond.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE welcomes progressive goals to enable early deployment of 5G in Europe but we 
estimate that for Europe to secure a 5G leadership position the 2020 date is not as ambitious, as some other 
countries outside Europe target earlier dates for first deployments. DIGITALEUROPE believes Europe needs to 
take into account the competitive threat from outside Europe when it comes to 5G leadership.  


One example where access to spectrum suitable for 5G is being progressed expeditiously is in the US where the 
FCC on 14th July 2016 adopted new rules to enable rapid development and deployment of next generation 5G 
technologies and services. These new rules open up nearly 11 GHz of high-frequency spectrum for flexible, mobile 
and fixed use wireless broadband – 3.85 GHz of licensed spectrum (in the 28 GHz, 37 GHz and 39 GHz bands) and 
7 GHz of unlicensed spectrum (in the 64-71 GHz band)1; plus there are others.    


 
1. The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the introduction of 5G 


use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is already harmonised for mobile networks, and 
consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum enabling wide channel bandwidth. This band has the 
possibility to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G deployment.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE agrees 3.4-3.8 GHz may enable early deployment of 5G in Europe but this should not 
reduce other initiatives to secure access to additional frequencies suitable for 5G both in higher bands above 6 
GHz and lower bands below 6 GHz. As the 3.4-3.8 GHz band allows for wide RF channels of 100 MHz or more, it 


                                                
1 https://www.fcc.gov/document/fcc-adopts-rules-facilitate-next-generation-wireless-technologies  
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is suitable to consider provision of early eMBB services in this frequency range to substantially improve the user 
experience. 


DIGITALEUROPE requests that options to open up the adjacent 3.8-4.2 GHz band should be explored to further 
enhance the user experience; however, the bitrates will not reach the levels targeted for mature 5G systems 
using the new higher frequency bands.  


 
2. The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already harmonised below 1 GHz, 


including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable nationwide and indoor 5G coverage.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE as a supporter of technology neutrality and service neutrality applauds efforts to 
enable 5G deployments in existing bands already harmonised for mobile broadband. 


If the 700MHz band is not already in use for 4G/LTE, it can provide opportunities for large coverage for specific 
5G services including the mMTC and URLL use case families, thus enabling vertical industries to access 5G 
networks. 


DIGITALEUROPE also supports progressing the coexistence initiatives to allow possible access to the 470-694 MHz 
range for 5G (via Supplementary Downlink/SDL services) recalling that the priority remains to protect incumbents.   


 
3. The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and regulatory conditions for all 


bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE agrees there is “a need to ensure that technical and regulatory conditions for all bands 
already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use” as the technology neutrality enables the most efficient 
use of existing bands within existing licenses. Thus, existing least restrictive technical conditions should be 
reviewed and revised as required to fit for 5G use.  


DIGITALEUROPE is of view that Mobile Operators are best positioned to determine when 5G should / could be 
deployed in existing harmonised frequency bands. We believe that these timescales should not be mandated by 
the European Commission but operators can be encouraged to re-farm spectrum via incentivising spectrum 
policies. However, we do not consider that the existing frequency bands already deployed for 2G/3G/4G will be 
the primary bands for 5G deployment since 5G will not suddenly replace legacy services and availability will vary 
country by country.  


DIGITALEUROPE considers that primary bands for 5G below 6 GHz will be 3.4-3.8 GHz, eventually extended to 
3.4-4.2 GHz and 700 MHz. At the same time it is important to note that full 5G capabilities cannot be achieved 
without harmonising sufficient amount of spectrum above 6GHz. 
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4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are of potential interest for 
5G in Europe:  


 To give sufficient guidance to industry, the RSPG will aim to identify at the earliest opportunity a 
suitable band to be made available in Europe. In order to do this RSPG members will prioritize the 
necessary work to assess what would be involved in enabling access to each candidate band in 
their country.  


 In this regard the RSPG believes that global harmonisation will be essential for developing 5G.  


 The RSPG will define the timeline for availability of other bands taking into account sharing and 
transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services (including backhauling).  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE supports attempts to achieve global harmonisation above 24 GHz but is disappointed 
that the 27.5-29.5 GHz band is not identified for study by ITU-R for WRC-19 since it is already the focus of 
development work and licensing initiatives in some other regions. 


While discussions occurring at an international level within the ITU are important, we should equally monitor the 
progress being made outside of the ITU processes to access other frequency bands, e.g. 28 GHz band in US and 
Korea (which is also being discussed in Japan and China). DIGITALEUROPE believes it is vital for Europe to take 
into account the developments in other regions and try to align with these early adopters. 


DIGITALEUROPE notes that initial eMBB technology development is taking place in the lower bands below 40GHz. 
However DIGITALEUROPE believes the RSPG should be cautious about identifying only one suitable band at such 
an early phase in the technology development cycle and the international radio spectrum investigations for a 
number of reasons:  


1) The 24.25-27.5 GHz band is adjacent to the 28 GHz band which is the focus of development work and 
licensing initiatives in some other regions. DIGITALEUROPE believes a radio with a wide tuning range 
could span parts or all of the 24.25-27.5 GHz and the 28 GHz band. This would allow for minimum re-
development work on equipment based on the 28GHz band. Therefore early deployment in this band 
may be feasible especially if spectrum just below 27.5GHz is made available for use. 


In the case of Korea, where the 26.5-29.5 GHz is envisaged for 5G trials in time for the 2018 Olympic 
games, there would even be an overlap of 1 GHz with the 24.25-27.5 GHz band as listed in the draft RSPG 
opinion.  


2) The band 31.8-33.4GHz is also interesting as it has been proposed for study by all regional organisations 
at WRC-15 and thus it has high potential for global harmonization.  The presence of 800 MHz of passive 
services below 31.8 GHz and their associated protection requirements (ITU-R RR Footnote 5.340: “all 
emissions are prohibited in the following bands: 31.3-31.5 GHz (R1,2,3), 31.5-31.8 GHz (R2)”) might lead 
to some uncertainty about any technical constraints and the final amount of spectrum available for IMT. 
This may lead to additional development work being required for equipment in this band. 
 


3) Parts of the 37.0 – 43.5 GHz range may represent an additional interesting opportunity for Europe: 
different portions of spectrum within the 37.0 – 43.5 GHz range are now being considered for 5G in 
various regions (e.g. 37.0 – 40.5 GHz in the USA, 40.5 – 43.5 in Europe). DIGITALEUROPE recommends 
that consideration of realistic tuning ranges and adjacent frequency bands should be contemplated 
within the scope of the WRC-19 Work Item 1.13. 
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4) Considering the preliminary results of the eMBB spectrum needs assessment in ITU-R it could be possible 
that several frequency bands in the range 24.25 – 43.5 GHz will be required over time. 
 
 


5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to the bands listed by 
WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global harmonisation opportunities. This work should focus on the 
frequency bands proposed by Europe, in particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 
GHz. The RSPG intends to identify which one of these could be harmonised in Europe for early 
implementation.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE doesn’t support that “considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to 
the bands listed by WRC-15” since we believe that with wider tuning ranges a single radio spanning multiple 
bands can help achieving economies of scale as explained in response to Section 2.4. This is particularly valid 
when considering 26.5-29.5 GHz range. Strictly limiting considerations in Europe to the WRC-15 bands would 
mean ignoring 5G technology developments in early adopter markets outside of Europe and this would 
significantly impede the ability of Europe to secure 5G leadership. 


 
6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European harmonisation measures 


in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE supports the objective of identifying widely harmonised frequency bands for 5G; 
when not successful, we opt for regionally harmonised bands especially if achieving interoperability between two 
regions is possible via one radio with a sufficiently wide tuning range (able to cover two regional bands). 


DIGITALEUROPE supports the objective to identify early harmonised bands for Europe ahead of the WRC but care 
is needed to be sure that adequate international support is building for any band before final decisions are made. 


 
7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the implementation of this opinion taking 


also into account the wider RSPG work programme, in particular the working groups on IoT and ITS.  


Response: DIGITALEUROPE notes RSPGs consideration of the vertical markets and welcomes further 
opportunities to contribute to the development of the supplementary RSPG opinion.  
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Overall thoughts on the Opinion 


Building a roadmap: DIGITALEUROPE supports the ambition to keep Europe in a leading position for 5G roll out 
and taking into account the state of play regarding 5G system developments along with the uncertainties 
surrounding the international process, proposes the following high level spectrum roadmap as a way forward to 
build a strong 5G Action Plan: 


a) By mid-2017 investigate a way to make available and regionally harmonise at least 1GHz of spectrum 
immediately below the 27.5GHz band. If necessary, consider the use of new regulatory tools such as LSA 
to facilitate this even if as a temporary solution until the international direction of travel is clearer.  
 


b) Commit to supporting the studies in the other bands to ensure that, considering the protection 
requirements of various incumbents, a sufficient amount of spectrum is harmonised for the efficient 
deployment of 5G above 6 GHz.  
 


c) In 2018, finalise regional harmonization and release of spectrum in the 26 GHz band ahead of WRC-19 to 
enable early deployments before 2020. 
 


d) Early in 2020, formalise the final European strategy for further release in these lower bands (24.25 -
43.5GHz) and review the strategy for higher band release based upon the WRC outcome.  


Test Beds: DIGITALEUROPE encourages the RSPG to highlight the potential for early technology trials in the 28GHz 
band to take advantage of the technology development already underway to address the nearer term 
opportunities in this band.   


DIGITALEUROPE understands that use of this band is a sensitive topic but believes that a pragmatic attitude is 
required in order to bring Europe into a leading position. This is particularly important to enable new industry 
sectors early access to 5G systems to help them understand the capabilities and build their requirements into the 
standards setting process.    


DIGITLEUROPE highlights the some parts of the band are already prioritised in Europe for terrestrial services 
according to ECC Decision(15)01. Over 1GHz (in two 500MHz blocks) of spectrum could be considered. 


 


 


 


 


 
-- 
For more information please contact:  
Jochen Mistiaen, DIGITALEUROPE’s Policy Manager 
+32 2 609 53 11 or jochen.mistiaen@digitaleurope.org  
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ABOUT DIGITALEUROPE  


DIGITALEUROPE represents the digital technology industry in Europe. Our members include some of the world's largest IT, 
telecoms and consumer electronics companies and national associations from every part of Europe. DIGITALEUROPE wants 
European businesses and citizens to benefit fully from digital technologies and for Europe to grow, attract and sustain the 
world's best digital technology companies. 


 
DIGITALEUROPE ensures industry participation in the development and implementation of EU policies. DIGITALEUROPE’s 
members include 62 corporate members and 37 national trade associations from across Europe. Our website provides 
further information on our recent news and activities: http://www.digitaleurope.org   


DIGITALEUROPE MEMBERSHIP 


Corporate Members  


Airbus, Amazon Web Services, AMD, Apple, BlackBerry, Bose, Brother, CA Technologies, Canon, Cisco, Dell, Dropbox, Epson, 
Ericsson, Fujitsu, Google, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, Hitachi, HP Inc., Huawei, IBM, Ingram Micro, Intel, iQor, JVC Kenwood 
Group, Konica Minolta, Kyocera, Lenovo, Lexmark, LG Electronics, Loewe, Microsoft, Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Motorola 
Solutions, NEC, Nokia, Nvidia Ltd., Océ, Oki, Oracle, Panasonic Europe, Philips, Pioneer, Qualcomm, Ricoh Europe PLC, 
Samsung, SAP, SAS, Schneider Electric IT Corporation, Sharp Electronics, Siemens, Sony, Swatch Group, Technicolor, Texas 
Instruments, Toshiba, TP Vision, VMware, Western Digital, Xerox, Zebra Technologies, ZTE Corporation. 


National Trade Associations  


Austria: IOÖ 
Belarus: INFOPARK 
Belgium: AGORIA 
Bulgaria: BAIT 
Cyprus: CITEA 
Denmark: DI Digital, IT-BRANCHEN 
Estonia: ITL 
Finland: FFTI 
France: AFNUM, Force Numérique, 
Tech in France  


Germany: BITKOM, ZVEI 
Greece: SEPE 
Hungary: IVSZ 
Ireland: ICT IRELAND 
Italy: ANITEC 
Lithuania: INFOBALT 
Netherlands: Nederland ICT, FIAR  
Poland: KIGEIT, PIIT, ZIPSEE 
Portugal: AGEFE 
Romania: ANIS, APDETIC 


Slovakia: ITAS 
Slovenia: GZS 
Spain: AMETIC 
Sweden: Foreningen 
Teknikföretagen i Sverige, 
IT&Telekomföretagen 
Switzerland: SWICO 
Turkey: Digital Turkey Platform, ECID 
Ukraine: IT UKRAINE 
United Kingdom: techUK   
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Response from Yle to the public consultation on the 
Draft RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation 
wireless systems (5G) 


 


Yle welcomes the opportunity to provide comments on the draft RSPG Opinion on 
spectrum related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G). 


 


1. Facts about Yle 


Yle (Yleisradio, Finnish Broadcasting Company) is Finland’s national public service 
media company. Yle operates four national television channels, six FM radio 
channels and the most extensive online selection of television and radio programmes 
in the country as well as other online services. Yle’s web-tv-service Areena is the 
most popular domestic web-tv-service. Yle reaches everyone in Finland, 91 per cent 
of population every week. 


 


2. Yle’s views on 5G radio spectrum 


Yle considers that  


1) low UHF frequencies are needed for 5G-networks in order to serve fully country-
wide also sparsely populated countries like Finland. For this reason Yle suggests that 
700 MHz band should be harmonised for 5G in Europe. 


2) Sub-700 i.e. 470-694 MHz band need to be primarily reserved for downlink 
delivery of audiovisual media content, including tv-channels. EU regulation should 
allow Member States to flexibly use either digital tv-technology or 3GPP LTE 
Broadcasting (eMBMS) technology or both, just like the Article 4 in draft EU UHF 
decision proposes. Yle suggests that 470-694 MHz band should be allocated for 5G 
downlink only av-media content delivery (SDL, supplemental downlink) on 
alternative (co-primary) basis so that also digital broadcasting tv-technology can be 
used on same band. 


 


Yours faithfully  


Yle – Finnish Broadcasting Company 


Janne Holopainen 
Media Regulation Manager 
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Nokia responses to the RSPG consultation on the DRAFT RSPG Opinion on spectrum 


related aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G) 


 


Nokia appreciates the opportunity to contribute to the RSPG discussion of a “STRATEGIC ROADMAP 


TOWARDS 5G FOR EUROPE” with respect to spectrum-related aspects for next-generation wireless 


systems (5G). 


Nokia welcomes the initiative and the pace the RSPG is taking to advance spectrum availability for 5G 


in Europe and to support the 5G Action Plan of the EU Commission. Nokia also welcomes and 


supports the concrete target date of 2020 for a 5G launch on a large scale in Europe. We support the 


view that 5G will benefit all European citizens by facilitating industrial and societal transformation 


and economic growth from 2020 onwards. 


Nokia would like to offer the following comments on the points under Section 2 of the draft RSPG 


opinion 


1) Nokia agrees that Europe has a unique opportunity in the band 3.4-3.8 GHz to lead 5G 


deployments for eMBB use. Compared to lower IMT bands, this band enables substantially 


higher capacities with RF carrier bandwidths of hundreds of MHz and still reasonable 


coverage properties.  This allows cost efficient macro-cellular deployments re-using existing 


sites with outdoor-to-indoor coverage possibilities. RF bandwidth is considered sufficient for 


low single digit Gbit/s data rates, but not for the ultimate 5G target of double digit Gbit/s 


data rates. Thus the band can enhance MBB user experience substantially, but not to the 


levels targeted for mature 5G. Further enhancements on the same site footprint could be 


achieved over time by adding the 3.8-4.2 GHz band, depending on changes to European 


regulation. 


 


2) Nokia agrees that sub 1 GHz bands provide opportunities for large area coverage for certain 


5G services in the mMTC and URLLC domain, while data rates in this frequency range will be 


limited due to limited amount of RF resources. However, 5G can be deployed at low bands 


like 700MHz if that band is not yet used for 4G/LTE. In addition, in the future,  sub-700  


spectrum may add downlink capacity via SDL for both broadcast and mobile broadband as 


suggested in the RSPG opinion on a long-term strategy on the future use of the UHF band 


(470-790 MHz) in the European Union of 19 February 2016 (http://rspg-spectrum.eu/wp-


content/uploads/2013/05/RSPG15-595_final-RSPG_opinion_UHF.pdf) 


 


3) Nokia agrees that all technical and regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for 


mobile networks must fit for 5G use. Technology neutrality as a guiding principle enables the 


most efficient use of existing bands within existing licences. Nokia expects, however, that re-


farming of existing bands towards 5G will happen in a second wave and asynchronously 


between operators, as individual licensing conditions, remaining licence durations, and the 


individual legacy network infrastructure and terminal base will determine operator strategies 


towards re-farming investments. Consequently, Nokia expects 5G to start in cleared, 


commonly harmonised, bands such as 3.4-3.8 GHz, 700 MHz and one or more bands above 6 


GHz. 


 


4) Nokia supports the view that the industry needs an initial focus and prioritization on selected 


bands from the bands under study in WRC-19 under AI 1.13. Such focus provides early 


visibility and plannability and thus allows concentrated efforts to allow an early 5G launch 



http://rspg-spectrum.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/RSPG15-595_final-RSPG_opinion_UHF.pdf

http://rspg-spectrum.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/RSPG15-595_final-RSPG_opinion_UHF.pdf





and a deployment lead in Europe.  


 


Nokia shares the view that global harmonisation is key for affordable device ecosystems and 


reducing co-existence issues. Early guidance in CEPT may help establish a global ecosystem 


around bands favoured in Europe.   


 


5) Nokia expects an ecosystem for the 28 GHz range to emerge around 2018 for US, Korea and 


eventually Japan. While this band may be applied in certain EU member states, Nokia sees 


little opportunity for quick EU harmonisation of the 28 GHz band. Consequently, Nokia 


agrees that EU and CEPT harmonisation efforts above 24 GHz should focus on bands under 


study under WRC-19 AI 1.13. 


 


The bands 24.5-27.5 GHz (25 GHz) and 31.8-33.4 GHz (32 GHz)are considered to be required 


for large contiguous RF carriers providing carrier bandwidths of several hundreds of MHz to 


enable up to double digit Gbps data rates with higher order MIMO and similar new 


technologies. Nokia acknowledges that the 32 GHz may be easier to be released earlier in 


certain EU member states than the 25 GHz band. The 32 GHz band, however, has specific 


challenges regarding the protection of the passive services right below and of military 


radiolocation service right above that band that significantly limit available RF bandwidth to 


5G and also limit and restrict the usability of 32 GHz for 5G. Additionally, 32 GHz band is 


relatively small (1.6 GHz) compared to 25 GHz (3.25 GHz) and the band might be further 


reduced by the need to protect the services operating in the adjacent bands.   


 


Related to possible tuning range implementations with 28 GHz band (26.5/27.5-29.5 GHz), 


there is clear difference between the 25 and 32 GHz bands. The 25 GHz band is adjacent, 


right below 28GHz (and the 28 GHz band considered in Korea is overlapping by 1GHz) so the 


tuning range of 24.25 – 29.5 GHz could enable the 25GHz band become available in the 


devices early in Europe and with limited re-development efforts. However, 32 GHz band is 


not immediately adjacent to the 28 GHz band and relative size of the tuning range 26.5 – 


33.4 GHz is bigger than of the tuning range 24.25 – 29.5 GHz. But the critical difference, in 


addition to the challenge that tuning range is bigger, is that in the middle of the tuning range 


of 26.5 – 33.4 GHz there is 800 MHz of passive service spectrum with stringent protection 


requirements, thus significantly limiting opportunities of that tuning-range implementation. 


Therefore Nokia prefers the band 24.25-27.5 GHz for 5G based on all above mentioned 


reasons.  


 


Furthermore, the 37-43.5 GHz band presents an excellent opportunity for global 


harmonisation and implementation, at least via use of a tuning range. Some parts, e.g. the 


40.5-43.5 GHz band, are not extensively used by incumbents in Europe and could provide 


large additional 5G capacity in subsequent upgrade steps to 5G networks as more and more 


services will be put onto 5G networks.   


 


6) Nokia sees a need to define the Least Restrictive Technical Conditions (LTRCs) for any early 


5G band ahead of the WRC-19. Standardisation and implementation require early visibility 


and sufficient time. For 5G launch on a large scale by 2020, Nokia considers it would be 


appropriate to have LTRCs in place at least 2 years in advance, i.e. 2018, to allow for 


equipment to be ready by 2020. Nokia thus welcomes the RSPG willingness to act on 


European harmonisation measures before WRC-19.  


 







7)  Nokia welcomes the preparation by RSPG of a supplementary opinion dedicated to the 


implementation of 5G. In our view this opinion should present detailed proposals for a 


harmonized introduction of 5G in Europe by 2020. Nokia supports the consideration of the 


vertical markets in the supplementary opinion. 


 


Nokia welcomes further engagement of RSPG in making 5G spectrum available timely and offers their 


support.  
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Public consultation on the Draft  RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-


generation wireless systems (5G) 


Comments by Oesterreichs Energie 


 


Dear Madam, 


Dear Sir, 


 


Oesterreichs Energie, the Association of Austrian Electricity Companies, welcomes the 


opportunity to comment on the public consultation: RSPG Opinion on spectrum related 


aspects for next-generation wireless systems (5G). Oesterreichs Energie represents more 


than 140 energy companies active in generation, trading, transmission, distribution and sales 


which in total cover more than 90 per cent of the Austrian electricity generation and the entire 


distribution. 


 


 


The electricity companies are right in the middle of a massive transformation of the whole 


sector: The control, automation and monitoring of the electricity infrastructure up to the end 


costumer and prosumer needs to be implemented. 


Reasons for this are, inter alia, the introduction of smart meters, the demand for more 


transparency for the end customer, the request for ever increasing efficiency of the grid, the 


growing number of distributed generation from volatile sources, and the increasing 


importance of smart grids and electro mobility. In future, utilities will increasingly offer a 


variety of broadband services that require a higher bandwidth such as electro mobility, smart 


metering, smart grids and smart home. Hence, to comply with existing and future legal 


requirements as well as with the needs of the operational management the need to transfer 


information is tremendously gaining in significance in the energy sector. Therefore, also in 
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the context of the NIS-Directive (2016/1148/EU) where the energy sector is explicitly 


mentioned, it is essential for the utilities to operate secure communication networks. 


In general the utilities will have individual needs for communication with a strong option for 


information exchange for smart meters and smart grid. The need of the electricity companies 


for such broadband communication networks can promptly be expected with regards to 


current (energy-) regulatory requirements for the utilities. 


For the companies it is important, that they can cover their whole energy-supply area, usually 


stretching beyond urban or metropolitan areas. Finally, the frequency bands should be 


intended for long-term use to guarantee security of investments. 


 


Thank you for taking our comments into consideration. If you have any further questions, 


please do not hesitate to contact us. 


Yours sincerely 








 


José Bruno Fevereiro 
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 I  agree with  the  vision  presented  by  the RPG.  From  2020  and  beyond  5G will  drive  relevant 
transformations  in almost all sectors  in Europe as well as  in other developed economies of the 
world. 


 As RSPG, I also consider that first commercial deployments will use frequencies in bands below 6 
GHz. This is will be due not only to reasons presented by RSPG but, in my view, also because the 
work of standardisation  in this  frequency bands  is well advanced.  In Europe, the process  for a 
harmonized use of the 700 MHz band is concluded and it is now possible for Member States to 
award frequencies for M2M and IoT applications. 


 In what  regards  to  the 3 GHz band  (3.4‐3.8 GHz),  I also  consider  that  it  is well  suited  for  the 
introduction  of  5G  applications  in  Europe,  even  before  2020.  However,  national  authorities 
should consider carefully incumbents applications in operation in the band and assess conditions 
for a smooth transition. 


 To  have  success  the  development  of  Europe’s  spectrum  policy  strategy  regarding  5G must 
consider  all  spectrum  frequency  bands,  including  those  already  harmonised  at  EU  level 
regardless they are below or above 1 GHz. The use of harmonised spectrum,  including the 700 
MHz band may facilitate and accelerate the development and deployment of applications 5G. 


 I  fully  agree  with  RSPG  statement  that  there  will  be  a  need  to  ensure  that  technical  and 
regulatory conditions for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use. 


 It is commonly accepted that the success of 5G is much dependent of an early identification of 
suitable  spectrum  and of  the  success of  global  harmonisation.  I  agree with RSPG  saying  that 
considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to the bands proposed by Europe in 
WRC‐15 and that the work should be  focused  in particular the bands 24.5‐27.5 GHz, 31.8‐33.4 
GHz and 40.5‐43.5 GHz. 


 Due to the  importance of  ITS,  in particular cooperative  ITS  (c‐ITS),  I am of  the view that RSPG 
should assess any requirement for measures in bands 60/70 GHz. 


 








DRAFT RSPG Opinion on spectrum related aspects for next-generation 


wireless systems (5G) – SVN Comments 


 
1 Background and scope of work  


 


An opinion1 was sought in order to build on RSPG’s efforts and contribute actively to the 
development of Europe’s spectrum policy strategy regarding 5G.  
 
In developing the strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe the RSPG was requested to:  


ectrum related aspects for 5G in the long term, starting from the point of view of 
specific goals. (Such as how to ensure that the benefits of 5G-based services are available to all 
European citizens).  


ch as wireless network densification, 
network resilience and convergence), technology enablers and the variety of services and invite 
5G-PPP to present the status of its work.  


sage and licence 
conditions, rural areas, policy implementation, incentive regulation, the principle of technology 
and service neutrality and the reuse of already harmonised spectrum to support the transition 
towards 5G.  


ds for 5G, in particular additional bands above 6 GHz.  
 
However, the RSPG resolved to deliver this early opinion as a first stage in order to give guidance 
and an early input to other associated European activities, such as the development of the 
European Commission 5G Action Plan and industry more generally to enable the early 
development of 5G in Europe. This opinion will be followed by a subsequent detailed opinion 
addressing the above requests.  
The RSPG strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe aims to facilitate the launch of 5G on a large 
scale by 2020, thereby ensuring that the benefits of 5G-based services are available to all 
European citizens. The vision being that 5G will drive industrial and societal transformation and 
economic growth in Europe from 2020 and beyond.  
It is expected that the first major commercial deployment will be based on lower frequencies. 
One of the reasons is the possibility to reach rapidly a sufficient coverage for addressing enhanced 
broadband communications and, above all, machine type communications market, which may 
require ubiquitous coverage, low latency and low complexity.  
The implementation of frequency bands above 24 GHz remains needed to ensure all the 
performance targets of 5G, for example multi gigabit per second data rates.  
 







2 The opinion of the RSPG on the strategic roadmap towards 5G for Europe  
 
This roadmap has been developed to facilitate the launch of 5G on a large scale in Europe by 
2020. The goal is that the benefits of 5G-based services are available to all European citizens in a 
timely manner, driving industrial and societal transformation and economic growth in Europe 
from 2020 and beyond.  
1. The RSPG considers the 3400-3800 MHz band to be the primary band suitable for the 
introduction of 5G use in Europe even before 2020, noting that this band is already harmonised 
for mobile networks, and consists of up to 400 MHz of continuous spectrum enabling wide 
channel bandwidth. This band has the possibility to put Europe at the forefront of the 5G 
deployment.  
 
Opinion of SVN administration is, that 800 MHz spectrum will be needed for implementation of 
5G. Therefore SVN suggests to release as well spectrum from 3800 – 4200 MHz. C band is not 
used very intensively by FSS service in Europe and the LSA concept could be used to ensure real 
5G deployment. We propose 2 step approach: to assign already harmonized band 3400 – 3800 
MHz as soon as possible. Regarding this band we see issue, that frequency band 3400 – 3410 MHz 
is NATO band and is as well band for Radio Amateurs. Slovenia would like to have opinion of 
European Commission how to proceed with this sub-band. 
The band 3800 – 4200 MHz could be assigned for IMT between 2020 and 2023. Slovenia would 
like that band to be designated for IMT at WRC-19, with transition period for assigning this band 
between 2 and 5 years. 
 
2. The RSPG is of the opinion that 5G will need to be deployed also in bands already harmonised 
below 1 GHz, including particularly the 700 MHz band, in order to enable nationwide and indoor 
5G coverage.  
 
SVN administration fully supports this proposal, but in our opinion as well upper 600 MHz band in 
accordance with GE06 should made be possible to use as SDL to deliver broadband in remote 
rural areas and for indoor coverage and as well to test broadcasting over LTE and 5G. 
 
3. The RSPG considers that there will be a need to ensure that technical and regulatory conditions 
for all bands already harmonised for mobile networks are fit for 5G use.  
 
4. The RSPG stresses that there are many frequency bands above 24 GHz which are of potential 
interest for 5G in Europe:  


suitable band to be made available in Europe . In order to do this RSPG members will prioritize the 
necessary work to assess what would be involved in enabling access to each candidate band in 
their country.  


 


aring and 
transition challenges, for example for mobile access and fixed services (including backhauling).  
 
SVN administration fully supports these proposals. 
 
5. The RSPG believes that considerations of bands above 6 GHz for 5G shall be limited to the 
bands listed by WRC-15 in order to strengthen the global harmonisation opportunities. This work 
should focus on the frequency bands proposed by Europe, in particular the bands 24.5-27.5 GHz, 
31.8-33.4 GHz and 40.5-43.5 GHz. The RSPG intends to identify which one of these could be 
harmonised in Europe for early implementation.  
 
SVN administration fully supports this proposal. Nevertheless, Slovenia is of the opinion, that due 
to economy of scale it might be worth reconsidering to implement 28 GHz band after FSS licenses 
in this band will expire and study as well other WRC-19 proposed IMT bands. 







 
6. The RSPG will keep under review whether there is any requirement for European 
harmonisation measures in bands above 24 GHz before WRC-19.  
 
SVN administration does not share this view. Slovenia is of the opinion, that it is worth 
considering and taking into account all proposed bands for WRC-19 for IMT, especially due to fact, 
that these bands are used for fixed service for P-P connections of mobile infrastructure and could 
be used by mobile operators either as 5G – IMT bans and/or Fixes service band.  For 5G 
implementation (Industry 4.0, IoT, smart traffic, smart cities, 24/7 broadband connectivity, e-
health, e-learning, …) it  is crucial to have devices available in due time and at affordable price. For 
this goal global harmonization and economy of scale is crucial. Why should Europe have more 
expensive equipment as Asia – Pacific Region or America?  For economic growth and social 
inclusion Europe should take into account as well which usage of spectrum brings highest 
economic value and try to allocate spectrum for scientific and satellite usage in frequency bands 
which are not candidate bands in other ITU regions for IMT. Therefore Slovenia is of the opinion, 
that it is better to study all proposed WRC-19 bands: 


— 24.5-27.5 GHz,  
— 31.8-33.4 GHz,   
— 37-40.5 GHz 
— 40.5-43.5 GHz 
— 45.5-47 GHz,  
— 47-47.2 GHz,  
— 47.2-50.2,  
— 50.4-52.6 GHz, 
— 66-76 GHz, 
—  81-86 GHz. 


Study of all these bands in Europe will help CEPT at WRC-19 to be prepared for different 
negotiations. It is better to propose more bands, not to be the Region with the least amount of 
new harmonized IMT spectrum. 
 
7. The RSPG will prepare a supplementary opinion elaborating on the implementation of this 
opinion taking also into account the wider RSPG work programme, in particular the working 
groups on IoT and ITS.  
 


SVN administration fully supports this proposal. 





